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I. Summary

{f 1} The Commission grants, in part, the applications for rehearing filed by Ohio

Power Company and the Dayton Power & Tight Company; Ohio Edison Company, The 

Cleveland Electric Illuminating Company, and The Toledo Edison Company; Duke Energy 

Ohio, Inc.; and Environmental Law & Policy Center, Environmental Defense Fund, Natural 

Resources Defense Council, and the Ohio Environmental Council, and denies the 

applications for rehearing filed by Interstate Gas Supply, Inc. and the Ohio Consumers' 

Counsel.

II. Discussion

A, Procedural History

{f 2) R.C. 111.15(B) requires all state agencies to conduct a review, every five 

years, of their rules and to determine whether to continue their rules without change, amend 

their rules, or rescind their rules.
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3} On December 19,2018, the Commission issued a Finding and Order (Finding 

and Order), addressing written comments filed by parties and revising certain rules within 

Ohio Adm.Code Chapters 4901:1-39 and 4901:1-40 based on the comments.

{f 4} On January 18, 2019, the following parties timely filed applications for 

rehearing: Ohio Power Company and the Dayton Power & Light Company (collectively, 

AEP Ohio/DP&L); the Ohio Consumers' Counsel (OCC); Duke Energy Ohio, Inc. (Duke); 

Environmental Law & Policy Center, Environmental Defense Fund, Natural Resources 

Defense Council, and the Ohio Environmental Council (collectively, the Conservation 

Groups); Ohio Edison Company, The Cleveland Electric Illuminating Company, and The 

Toledo Edison Company (collectively, FirstEnergy); and Interstate Gas Supply, Inc. (IGS).

|5f 5} On January 28, 2019, the following parties filed memoranda contra: 

Industrial Energy Users-Ohio (lEU), OCC, the Conservation Groups, FirstEnergy, and IGS.

6} On February 6,2019, the Commission granted the applications for rehearing 

filed by various parties for the purpose of further consideration of the matters specified in 

the applications for rehearing.

7] For ease of discussion, we address the assignments of error raised by the 

parties in their applications for rehearing as they relate to the specific rules in Ohio 

Adm.Code Chapters 4901:1-39 and 4901:1-40. To the extent that any assignment of error is 

not specifically addressed in the foregoing discussion, it is deemed denied.

B. Overall Comments on the Rules

{5f 8} Both Duke and the Conservation Groups urge the Commission to provide 

the parties another opportunity to provide comments on the rules because the rules were 

originally proposed in January 2014. The Conservation Groups state that the Commission 

should have provided an opportunity for public comment prior to incorporating changes in 

response to Sub.S.B. No. 310 of the 130th General Assembly (SB 310), pursuant to R.C. 

Chapter 119. The Conservation Groups add that, even if the Commission technically
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complied with the notice and hearing requirement back in 2013 and 2014, it was 

unreasonable to continue to rely on that compliance in issuing a final rule five years later, 

in December 2018. (Duke App. for Rehearing at 1-2; Conservation Groups App. for 

Rehearing at 1-2,6-7.)

9} The Commission is not a Revised Code Chapter 119 agency. In fact, R.C. 

119.01(A)(1) explicitly states that "Sections 119.01 to 119.13 of the Revised Code do not apply 

to the public utilities commission." As noted above and in the Finding and Order, the 

Commission promulgated its rules under R.C. 111.15(B). Furthermore, because the 

Commission merely aligned the rules originally proposed in 2014 with statutory changes 

under SB 310, the Commission denies rehearing on the assignments of error posed by the 

parties.

{f 10} As its first assignment of error, IGS contends the Finding and Order is 

unreasonable because it creates a portfolio plan process that is inconsistent with its stated 

goals, resulting in a more burdensome process for the Commission and stakeholders which 

lacks explicit language to bolster the Commission's broad authority over the process and 

ensure the process is consistent with Commission precedent and policy. In support of its 

argument, IGS notes that the proposed rules contain no stated reasonableness standard and 

language stating that the burden on the EDU to demonstrate that its program portfolio plan 

is consistent with state policy has been removed. IGS further states that the proposed rules 

should include some sort of express standard to reflect the Commission's broad authority 

to make any appropriate modifications to ensure the plan was reasonable, consistent with 

law prior to implementation, and consistent with state policy. (IGS App. for Rehearing at 

6.)

11} Initially, as noted in the definition of "verified savings" in proposed rule 

Ohio Adm.Code 4901;l-39-01(EE), the Ohio technical reference manual (TRM) is based on a 

reasonableness standard. Furthermore, the Commission's broad authority to administer 

and enforce the provisions of R.C. Title 49, including regulating a utility's portfolio plan
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under R.C. 4928.66, is well-established. See, e.g., Kazmaier Supermarket, Inc. v. Toledo Edison 

Co., 61 Ohio St.3d 147,150-151,573 N.E. 2d 655,658 (1991). As such, we find that a separate 

statement of the Commission's authority to ensure that a portfolio plan is reasonable, lawful, 

and consistent with state policy is not necessary in the proposed rules. Thus, we deny IGS's 

assignment of error to the extent it is requesting for such a statement.

C. Ohio Adm. Code 4901:1-39-01 - Definitions

{5[ 12} As their fifth assignment of error, AEP Ohio/DP&L state that proposed Ohio

Adm.Code 4901:l-39-01(P)(3) is unreasonable because it would give an independent 

program evaluator (IPE) the power to recommend updates to the TRM with little or no 

notice prior to the deadline for an electric utility's portfolio plan filing. The parties request 

that TRM updates referred to in this rule should be made at least one full year in advance 

of their next portfolio plan implementation for appropriate program planning. (AEP 

Ohio/DP&L App. for Rehearing at 12-13.)

{f 13} In our Finding and Order, we indicated that the TRM will be applied on a 

prospective basis and that companies should make use of the TRM in effect at the time the 

EDU files to update its program portfolio plan. Finding and Order at ^ 123. For example, 

if the TRM is filed on October 15, 2019, then the portfolio plan filed on September 1, 2020 

would need to comply with the October 15,2019 TRM. Additionally, it is the Commission's 

expectation that the TRM will be updated periodically, as needed. Consequently, AEP 

Ohio/DP&L's application for rehearing regarding this assignment of error is denied.

(5[ 14} As their fourth assignment of error, AEP Ohio/DP&L contend that the 

Commission's new definition of "non-energy benefits" in Adm.Code 4901:1-39-01(5) should 

be modified to expressly recognize and take into account additional non-energy benefits, 

including operations and maintenance cost reductions, productivity increases, reduced 

product loss, positive health effects, increased operational safety, and additional sales 

increases excluding market effects. (AEP Ohio/DP&L App. for Rehearing at 11-12.)
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15} The Commission denies rehearing on this assignment of error because the 

items listed as examples of non-energy benefits in this rule do not necessarily exclude the 

additional items identified by the parties in their application for rehearing. In fact, the 

proposed rule specifically states that non-energy benefits "mean positive non-monetized 

impacts that do not affect the calculation of program cost-effectiveness pursuant to the total 

resource cost test including but not limited to" the listed items (emphasis added). Therefore, 

the parties will have an opportunity to propose the non-energy benefits they have identified 

during the post-approval performance verification process.

{5f 16} As its third assignment of error, the Conservation Groups allege that the 

Commission unreasonably approved a definition of "shared savings" in Ohio Adm.Code 

4901:l-39-01(Y) that may not be workable in future program years. Noting that the 

definition memorializes a previous Commission decision that a utility may not trigger 

shared savings in a year that it relies on banked savings for compliance, the Conservation 

Groups contend that definition may not encourage strong utility efficiency programs in a 

post-approval regime where the utility cannot be certain whether a program evaluator or 

other stakeholder will argue after-the-fact that the utility should have relied on banked 

savings in a given year. The Conservation Groups suggest that the Commission should 

allow an opportunity to revisit the issue where a utility portfolio plan proposal conclusively 

demonstrates that some limited reliance on banked savings would provide real value to 

customers. (Conservation Groups' App. for Rehearing at 16-17.)

17} The Commission denies rehearing on this assignment of error because the 

definition of "shared savings" does not specifically exclude the option of triggering shared 

savings through previously banked savings. Furthermore, as explained in Paragraphs 43- 

44, the Commission clarifies its position on whether banked savings can trigger shared 

savings.

{f 18} As its fifth assignment of error, the Conservation Groups contend that the 

Commission's definition of total resource cost (TRC) test in proposed Ohio Adm.Code
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4901:l-39-01(BB) unreasonably fails to make clear that it should include all relevant benefits 

of energy efficiency in weighing benefits versus costs. The Conservation Groups request 

that the Commission clarify the definition of the TRC test to ensure utilities include avoided 

natural gas costs among the benefits of energy efficiency measures that reduce natural gas 

usage. In lieu of a reasonable definition of the TRC test, the Conservation Groups suggest 

that the Commission apply the utility cost test (UCT), which simply compares the electric 

utility system costs of efficiency programs to the electric utility system benefits that they 

produce - to reasonably and accurately gauge the cost-effectiveness of utility efficiency 

programs, in either pre-approval or post-approval. (Conservation Groups' App. for 

Rehearing at 18-19.)

{f 19) The Commission finds that the TRC test definition should not incorporate 

avoided natural gas costs, as these rules are related to energy efficiency programs for 

electric, rather than gas, utilities. See Finding and Order at ^ 60. Furthermore, the 

Commission has previously stated that, under proposed Ohio. Adm.Code 4901:1-39-04(6), 

utilities can utilize the UCT when they can demonstrate that a program within its portfolio 

is better measured by that test instead of the TRC test. Finding and Order at f ^ 55, 76. 

Consequently, as these issues were thoroughly addressed in the Finding and Order, we 

deny rehearing on this assignment of error posed by the Conservation Groups.

{f 20) The Conservation Groups also state as its seventh assignment of error that 

the Commission failed to clarify the definition of "verified savings" in proposed Ohio 

Adm.Code 4901:l-39-01(EE) and address whether such savings should be measured at the 

customer meter and exclude line losses (Conservation Groups' App. for Rehearing at 21). 

In response to the Conservation Groups, FirstEnergy notes that R.C. 4928.662(E) recognizes 

there are savings resulting from energy efficiency beyond those measured at the customer 

meter, including line losses resulting from projects undertaken on the transmission and 

distribution system. If energy is not consumed and, therefore, not delivered because of the 

utility's energy efficiency efforts, then the corresponding line losses are not incurred and
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those costs are thus avoided by customers. Moreover, FirstEnergy states that if line losses 

are incurred, R.C. 4928.66(A)(2)(c) specifically directs that line losses are to be included. 

(FirstEnergy Memorandum Contra at 6-7.)

{f 21} Upon review, the Commission agrees with FirstEnergy that the definition of 

"verified savings" is clear in that it recognizes that there are savings resulting from energy 

efficiency beyond those measured at the customer meter. The current definition is 

consistent with R.C. 4928.662(E) and, therefore, the Commission declines to further amend 

proposed Ohio Adm.Code 4901:l-39-01(EE). Accordingly, the Conservation Groups' 

assignment of error is denied.

D. Ohio Adnt.Code 4901:1-39-04 - Program portfolio plan and filing requirements

22} As its only assignment of error, OCC alleges that the Commission's Finding 

and Order is unlawful and unreasonable because it eliminates the pre-approval process, 

does not allow for meaningful stakeholder participation in energy efficiency proceedings, 

and allows utilities to charge customers any amount they choose without prior Commission 

approval, in violation of R.C. 4905.22. In support of its argument regarding meaningful 

stakeholder participation, OCC claims that the September 1 deadline for filing a program 

portfolio plan leaves little time for the Commission to take action regarding the filing. It 

further states that it is unlikely that there will be enough time for discovery, settlement 

negotiations, and if necessary, a hearing and post-hearing briefing, followed by an order. 

According to OCC, the issue is compounded by the fact that all four of Ohio's EDUs will 

likely file their applications on the same day (September 1), thereby causing parties to 

attempt to resolve each of them simultaneously over a very short period of time. (OCC App. 

for Rehearing at 4.)

23} The Commission denies rehearing on this assignment of error. As we noted 

in our Finding and Order, we are moving from a pre-approval to a post-approval process. 

The September 1 filing is intended to provide notice to interested parties about the EDUs' 

proposed plans. The Commission also indicated that interested parties will have an
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opportunity to provide input about the filed program portfolio plans during the 

collaborative process outlined in Ohio Adm.Code 4901:1-39-03(0), and if continuing issues 

arise, such issues can be addressed during the performance verification process described 

in Ohio Adm.Code 4901:1-39-05. Under Ohio Adm.Code 4901:1-39-05, the annual 

performance verification process may also allow for a hearing, if required. Finding and 

Order at f | 65,88.

24} Additionally, as its third and final assignment of error, IGS maintains that 

the Finding and Order is unjust and unreasonable because it allows EDUs to omit the 

amount of rebates or incentives included in their annual program portfolio plans. IGS states 

that it currently uses its own funds to advertise and promote the rebates and incentives 

offered through portfolio plans and needs to know an EDU's rebate amount in its annual 

program portfolio plan. It further states the purpose of the annual filing is to inform 

stakeholders and the ratepayers of the energy efficiency/ peak demand reduction (EE/PDR) 

opportunities offered by their EDU and omitting them conflicts with the purpose of the 

program portfolio plan filing. (IGS App. for Rehearing at 10-12.)

25} The Commission notes that existing Ohio Adm.Code 4901:1-39-04 does not 

require EDUs to disclose costs. Furthermore, disclosure of rebate and incentive amounts 

prior to program implementation would not allow EDUs to be flexible and respond to 

changes in market conditions throughout the year. We agreed with AEP Ohio when it first 

suggested in its comments that EDUs should not be required to disclose the amount of 

rebates or incentives offered through each of its programs and continue to find that the 

annual filing will only need to list whether the EDU is utilizing such rebates and incentives. 

Finding and Order at T| 81. Consequently, the Commission denies rehearing on this 

assignment of error.

E, Ohio AdnuCode 4901:1-39-05 - Annual performance verification

(5[ 26} Initially, the Commission notes that several assignments of error submitted 

by the parties are regarding the fact that the Commission is moving from a pre-approval to
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a post-approval annual performance verification process. AEP Ohio/DP&L state that the 

portfolio process has historically been a very litigious and time-consuming process that 

often spans months, or years, between filing and approval. However, the parties maintain 

that a pre-approval process is necessary to eliminate legal issues prior to portfolio 

implementation. They further state that extended planning periods help utilities provide 

the lowest cost, due to the certainty of implementation and would still permit the 

Commission to have oversight with regular audits and independent evaluations. (AEP 

Ohio/DP&L App. for Rehearing at 5-8.)^

{if 27} Similarly, the Conservation Groups claim that pre-approval review of plans 

is the only reasonable way to accomplish supervision of utility efficiency programs while 

carrying out state policy of encouraging innovation under R.C. 4928.02(D). With post

approval of plans, the Conservation Groups believe that the Commission will never be able 

to identify and remedy sub-par efficiency programs and lost customer savings that span 

over a year. They point out that certainty regarding cost recovery is a top priority for utilities 

in implementing energy efficiency programs and the new rules fail to provide needed 

assurance. Finally, they note that utility stakeholder collaboratives and complaint cases are 

poor substitutes for the due process currently afforded to stakeholders, which allows 

significant substantive input to hold the utility accountable to provide well-designed and 

well-implemented programs. (Conservation Groups App. for Rehearing at 8-9.)

H 28} The Conservation Groups state that pre-approval is vital to provide utilities 

a basis for effective participation in the wholesale markets. The Ohio utilities have 

consistently decided it would not be prudent to bid all planned energy efficiency resources 

in the PJM Base Residual Auctions (BRA) where they did not have explicit Commission pre

approval for that year's programs, often resulting in significantly lower revenues from 

subsequent incremental auctions. Without the current process, the Conservation Groups

^ Although AEP Ohio/DP&L's first assignment of error references Ohio Adm.Code 4901:1-39-04, the 
issues put forth by the parties are discussed here as they related to the post-approval annual 
performance verification process.
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surmise that customers will receive less market revenue even if the utilities run the same 

programs producing the same efficiency resources, and the wholesale price for capacity will 

rise artificially as those resources are not timely bid into PJM. (Conservation Groups App. 

for Rehearing at 10.)

{f 29) The Conservation Groups believe that important issues will fall through the 

cracks because Commission and stakeholders will have less time to review four sets of utility 

programs every year on the accelerated schedule. They state that the Commission can also 

expect a litany of complaints filed by intervenors, because they will have no other avenues 

to address program shortcomings. (Conservation Groups App. for Rehearing at 10-11.)

30) The Conservation Groups further indicate that utilities are less likely to 

innovate in a post-approval process as they will be likely to rely principally on programs 

that the Commission has approved in the past to ensure cost recovery. According to the 

Conservation Groups, these programs may pass the minimum cost-effectiveness threshold 

but will fail to provide long-term value to customers. (Conservation Groups App. for 

Rehearing at 12-14.)

31} Even if the transition to post-program review would have been reasonable 

five years ago, the Conservation Groups argue that with the current climate of uncertainty 

around utility program design and shared savings constructs, it is vital to retain the pre

approval process, which allows utilities and stakeholders to work through disagreements 

based on a full exchange of information and a robust litigation process with the aim of 

getting certainty from the Commission up-front rather than trying to hash out complex and 

controversial issues well after the fact. (Conservation Groups' App. for Rehearing at 11). 

As an example, the Conservation Groups mention Case No. 17-32-EL-AIR, in which the 

Commission approved a stipulation resolving various issues, including Duke's Distribution 

Capital Investment Rider (Rider DCI). ^ The Conservation Groups claim that in this case.

2 In re the Application of Duke Energy Ohio, Inc. for an Increase in Electric Distribution Rates, Case No. 17-32- 
EL-AIR, et al {Duke Global Settlement), Opinion and Order (Dec. 19,2018) at ^ 208.
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the Commission has endorsed a pre-approval review approach when it required a pre-filing 

and approval for a proposed battery storage project contemplated in the stipulation. 

(Conservation Groups App. for Rehearing at 15-16.)

{f 32) Continuing its arguments in support of its first assignment of error, IGS 

states that the new portfolio plan process will fail to promote efficiency, reduce regulatory 

delay, or minimize administrative costs. First, under the new rules, an EDU would have to 

file an increased number of filings each year, consisting of a portfolio plan, performance 

report, and cost recovery mechanism every year. IGS also notes that under the current rules, 

stakeholders would be able to challenge an EDU's EE/PDR programs every year, instead of 

once every three years under the current rules. Moreover, it states that should the 

Commission continue to apply a reasonable cost cap, FirstEnergy would have to raise its 

challenge every year until its Supreme Court of Ohio appeal is resolved.^ Lastly, IGS states 

that regulatory delay also increases with the new process because potential disallowances 

and reconciliation of costs do not occur until the issuance of a Commission order during the 

performance verification process. However, IGS states that performance verification cannot 

be completed until the filing of the IPE's report, which currently has no filing deadline. (IGS 

App. for Rehearing at 5-6.) Further, IGS recognizes the risk on the EDU that the projects are 

subject to potential disallowance at some point in the future, but the investments and 

resulting impacts to Ohio's marketplace will still have been made. Consequently, IGS states 

that pre-approval of the projects is the best way to ensure EE/PDR ratepayer dollars are 

spent consistent with law, state policy, and Commission precedent. (IGS App. for Rehearing 

at 5-6.)

{f 33} As the parties have readily noted in their filings, and which we already 

addressed in the Finding and Order, the current pre-approval process for program portfolio 

plans is time-consuming, costly, and litigious. We envision the proposed process to provide

In re the Application of the Ohio Edison Company, The Cleveland Electric Illuminating Company, and The Toledo 
Edison Company for Approval of their Energy Efficiency and Peak Demand Reduction Program Portfolio Plans for 
2017 through 2019, Case No. 2018-0379, Notice of Appeal (March 12,2018).
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more stakeholder input at the initial stages of a utility's design process for its portfolio 

programs, as outlined in Ohio Adm.Code 4901:1-39-03(0), which the Commission 

anticipates will minimize the need for extensive litigation during the performance 

verification process. Finding and Order at t 88. Furthermore, as indicated above, the filing 

of the program portfolio plan is intended to simply provide notice to interested parties about 

a utility's plan. While the parties' arguments focus on having to resolve complex and 

controversial issues after-the-fact during the performance verification process, it is the 

Commission's expectation that the utilities and interested parties will work toward 

resolving these issues prior to program implementation during the collaborative process. 

Furthermore, an annual filing with a post-approval of programs will allow utilities to create 

more flexible and efficient programs as they will be able to design programs based on year- 

to-year market conditions and forecasts. Moreover, an annual approach to program design 

ensures that important issues are identified and do not fall through the cracks, contrary to 

the Conservation Groups' claim.

{f 34} In regard to the PJM BRA issue raised by the Conservation Groups, as we 

stated in our Finding and Order, we expect utilities to evaluate their risk margins, consider 

market conditions, make reasonable assumptions, and bid into the PJM BRA accordingly. 

Finding and Order at 1162, 68. During the performance verification process, the 

Commission will evaluate whether the decisions the utilities made were prudent and will 

authorize them to recover costs accordingly.

(135} In response to the Conservation Groups' comment regarding the battery 

storage project in the Duke Global Settlement, the Commission clarifies that battery storage 

project was part of a stipulation in a matter involving ten cases and four major proceedings. 

In those proceedings, Duke filed an application for an electric security plan (ESP), pursuant 

to R.C. 4928.143, in which Duke proposed to continue or modify a number of established 

riders, including Rider DCI. Also as part of its application, Duke proposed that it be allowed 

to invest $20 million in a battery storage project, which would be recoverable under Rider
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DCI. Finding the project consistent with R.C. 4928.02, which encourages innovation, the 

Commission allowed the battery storage project to move forward. Because this was a pilot 

project, the purpose of which was to explore innovative concepts and gather financial and 

operational data, the Commission determined that it would be subject to pre-approval and 

ongoing monitoring. Duke Global Settlement^ Opinion and Order (Dec. 19, 2018) at H 78, 

208. We find that the Commission's directive for Duke to obtain pre-approval for the pilot 

project was not a blanket endorsement for pre-approval for all EE/PDR programs. Instead, 

the necessity of gathering critical data from the pilot battery storage project was a unique 

situation and is inapplicable to the Commission's transition to post-approval performance 

verification process for portfolio programs under these rules.

36} Finally, in response to IGS's assignment of error, the Commission clarifies 

that the IPE report filing deadline will be included in the procedural entry issued by the 

attorney examiner during the performance verification process. Therefore, we deny 

rehearing on all assignments of error posed by parties with regard to the transition to a post

approval process and grant rehearing only to clarify that the deadline for the IPE to file his 

or her report will be set by a procedural entry.

37} In their respective applications for rehearing, AEP Ohio/DP&L and Duke 

state that they should be allowed to use banked savings to trigger shared savings and 

accordingly propose changes to Ohio Adm.Code 4901:l-39-05(A)(l)(c) (AEP Ohio/DP&L 

App. for Rehearing at 9-11; Duke App. for Rehearing at 6). Similarly, FirstEnergy claims 

that it is unreasonable to arbitrarily exclude banked savings from being used to trigger 

shared savings (FirstEnergy App. for Rehearing at 2).

{f 38} The Conservation Groups argue that the Finding and Order is unreasonable 

and should have gone further to the extent that it does not clearly state that any shared 

savings mechanism must rely only on verified, real-world savings resulting from a utility's 

energy efficiency programs. The Conservation Groups explain that Ohio utilities have 

utilized shared savings mechanisms in the following way: First, the utility calculates its
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threshold annual energy savings to determine whether it has triggered a shared savings 

payment by over-complying with the annual benchmark and the applicable percentage tier 

based on the percentage of over-compliance. Second, the utility calculates net avoided costs 

for customers from those energy savings, as a basis for receiving its shared savings incentive 

payment based on the applicable percentage tier. The Conservation Groups state that the 

proposed rules do not address the full universe of what savings eligible for compliance 

under R.C. 4928.662 may also count at the trigger/first stage for shared savings. If those 

savings do qualify to trigger shared savings, the Conservation Groups allege customers will 

then end up providing incentive payments even though the utility may not have made 

actual efforts to help customers save energy. (Conservation Groups App. for Rehearing at 

14-15,17-18.)

39) Contrary to AEP Ohio/DP&L and FirstEnergy, lEU and OCC contend that 

there is no statutory right to collect shared savings triggered by banked savings, and there 

is no reasoned basis for the Commission to deviate from its long-standing precedent 

preventing EDUs from imposing additional non-bypassable charges on customers for 

shared savings based on banked savings. Further, lEU states that the law already provides 

an adequate "incentive" for compliance, which directs the EDUs to comply with the 

EE/PDR requirements and mandates penalties for an EDU's failure to comply. (lEU 

Memorandum Contra at 2-5; OCC Memorandum Contra at 2-3.)

{f 40} IGS, in its memorandum contra, states that FirstEnergy and AEP 

Ohio/DP&L rrdstakenly argue the modification regarding banked savings was not based on 

the record. In fact, IGS notes that OCC proposed to exclude banked savings from the 

definition of shared savings and the Commission accepted OCC's recommendation. 

Further, according to IGS, allowing the use of banked savings to trigger shared savings is 

not a longstanding approach. Finally, IGS concludes that the Commission's finding on this 

issue is reasonable and lawful. (IGS Memorandum Contra at 3-4.)
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{f 41) Alternatively, the Conservation Groups, while recognizing that a definition 

of shared savings that categorically excludes banked savings from calculation of a shared 

savings trigger may not always be reasonable, state that it would also be unreasonable to 

categorically allow the use of banked savings to trigger shared savings in all circumstances. 

Therefore, rather than codifying any particular approach to this issue, the Conservation 

Groups urge the Commission to leave the question open for resolution in the full context of 

a given portfolio plan proceeding. (Conservation Groups Memorandum Contra at 1-3.)

{f 42} FirstEnergy responds stating the Conservation Groups are mistaken in that 

shared savings should only be triggered by after-the-fact evaluated and verified energy 

savings. According to FirstEnergy, the Commission has already determined ex-ante is the 

appropriate metric for determining compliance with the statutory targets and the purpose 

of shared savings is to incent utilities to exceed their compliance targets. Ex-post, or 

evaluated and verified savings, takes into consideration factors outside the utilities' control 

and are not known until several months after the end of a program year. Thus, changing 

the process from ex-ante to ex-post would be fundamentally unfair as it could penalize 

utilities for factors occurring beyond their control after program implementation. Further, 

according to FirstEnergy, utilities would not be able to track progress throughout the year 

and would not be able to accurately predict the trigger or amount of shared savings. 

FirstEnergy also provides that R.C. 4928.662(A) counts energy savings from compliance 

with federal standards. Alleging that the Conservation Groups misunderstand and 

mischaracterize the newly adopted amendments as they apply to the multi-step process for 

determining shared savings, FirstEnergy notes the definition of shared savings precludes 

banked savings from the net savings (or net benefits) process step, not the initial trigger step 

in the process. In order to provide clarity and avoid future misunderstanding, FirstEnergy 

recommends that in the definition of "shared savings," the term "net benefits" should 

replace "net savings." (FirstEnergy Memorandum Contra at 1-4.)
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{f 43} Based on AEP Ohio/DP&L and Duke's assignments of error, and in part, the 

Conservation Groups' assignment of error, we have amended proposed Ohio Adm.Code 

4901:l-39-05(A)(l)(C) to allow banked savings to trigger shared savings. We have also 

clarified in the definition of shared savings in Ohio Adm.Code 4901:l-39-01(Y) that banked 

savings may not be used to calculate shared savings. We recognize that the EDUs have 

made an effort to bank savings when compliance costs were low. We also recognize that it 

is a benefit to customers for utilities to rely on banked savings as customers have already 

paid for those savings. Furthermore, as noted by the Conservation Groups, relying on 

banked savings allows EDUs to control costs when statutory benchmarks will increase in 

the future, pursuant to R.C. 4928.66(A)(1)(a). Consequently, the Commission grants 

rehearing on the assignments of error posed by AEP Ohio/DP&L and Duke, and in part, 

the Conservation Groups.

{f 44} To the extent that the Conservation Groups request us to clarify that any 

shared savings mechanism must rely only on verified, real-world savings resulting from a 

utility's energy efficiency programs, the Commission declines to grant rehearing on this 

assignment of error. Utilities may utilize any statutorily approved energy savings in 

reaching their EE/PDR benchmark, thereby triggering shared savings. As mentioned 

elsewhere in this Second Entry on Rehearing, during the prudency review, the IPE will 

evaluate the utilities calculation of their shared savings and put forth a recommendation to 

the Commission.

{% 45} Next, as its second assignment of error, Duke argues that the proposal rule 

is unlawful and unreasonable in that it does not adequately explain the IPE process, 

specifically noting that proposed Ohio Adm.Code 4901:1-39-05(6) suggests that the IPE will 

be performing a financial audit, but there is no language in any rule detailing how the IPE 

is to be paid. Duke states that in the past, the EDUs were ordered to pay for these services, 

but the Commission has imposed a cap on spending for all the EDUs. If the cost of the IPE
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is to be included in program costs, then Duke requests that the cap be adjusted accordingly. 

(Duke App. for Rehearing at 4-5.)

46} Upon review, we clarify that it is not the Commission's intent that the cost 

of the IPE be included in any reasonable cost cap that may be proposed in the future. In 

other words, the cost of the IPE will be excluded from the performance verification process. 

Therefore, rehearing on this assignment of error is denied.

47} In its second assignment of error, IGS alleges that the Finding and Order is 

unjust and unreasonable because it knowingly creates an ineffective review mechanism. 

Specifically, IGS believes there should be a prescribed due date for the IPE Report. IGS is 

also concerned that any issues determined by the Commission in the annual performance 

review will take multiple years to be implemented. Because the Commission describes the 

IPE's role as "essential to the performance verification process," and the new portfolio 

process relies on this post-implementation review, IGS states that it is unreasonable not to 

provide a due date to ensure meaningful, timely review of an EDU's portfolio plan. (IGS 

App. for Rehearing at 9-10.)

48} The Commission denies IGS's assignment of error. As noted above, the 

deadline for the IPE's report will be included in the procedural entry issued by the attorney 

examiner during the performance verification process.

49} With regard to proposed Ohio Adm.Code 4901;l-39-05(C), FirstEnergy 

believes it would be more appropriate to address TRM revisions in a separate docket from 

the IPE report to allow each process to run its own course without hampering the other. 

While the timing of filing such reports may nearly coincide, subsequent docket activity as 

contemplated in the adopted rules may result in different timing of the effective date for 

updates or revisions to the TRM. (FirstEnergy App. for Rehearing at 3.)
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50) The Commission agrees and grants rehearing on FirstEnergy's second 

assignment of error to clarify that TRM revisions will be addressed in a separate docket from 

the IPE report.

{f 51} As its third assignment of error FirstEnergy alleges that Ohio Adm.Code 

4901:l-39-05(D) is unlawful and unreasonable because the proposed process does not allow 

time for reply comments prior to scheduling a hearing or issuing and order. As such, 

FirstEnergy recommends that the rule include a modest 15-day time period for reply 

comments. (FirstEnergy App. for Rehearing at 4.)

52) The Commission agrees with FirstEnergy and grants rehearing on this 

assignment of error. Accordingly, proposed Ohio Adm.Code 4901:1-39-05(0) has been 

updated to include a 15-day reply comment period.

{f 53) The Conservation Groups indicate that the current Ohio TRM is outdated 

and contains potentially unreasonable savings assumptions, which receive special status 

under R.C. 4928.662, to the extent the Commission designates the TRM as a safe harbor for 

providing verified savings for utilities. Consequently, the Conservation Groups state it is 

vital for the Commission to keep the TRM as up-to-date as possible. The Conservation 

Groups suggest adding language in proposed Ohio Adm.Code 4901:1-39-05 to provide a 

specific timeframe for considering or adopting suggestions made by the IPE or other parties 

to update the TRM. Furthermore, in order to ensure that proposed TRM updates are 

resolved in a timely manner and that utilities do not continue to rely on outdated savings 

assumptions in the interim, the Conservation Groups also suggest adding additional 

clarifying language to the rule. (Conservation Groups' App. for Rehearing at 19-21.)

{5f 54} Similar to the Conservation Groups, FirstEnergy notes as its fourth 

assignment of error that proposed Ohio Adm.Code 4901:1-39-05 is unjust and unreasonable 

as it does not indicate an effective date for the updated TRM to be used in evaluating 

portfolio performance, thereby creating potential conflicts. Specifically, it states that while
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the TRM may be automatically approved 30 days after filing, such approval could arrive too 

late to incorporate into the new September 1 annual plan filing or approval could come after 

plan filing and before plan performance is implemented or evaluated. FirstEnergy suggests 

that the rule provide that updates to the TRM become effective for use on January 1 

following the approval of the updated TRM and only applicable for subsequently filed 

EE/PDR program portfolio plan filings. FirstEnergy clarifies that the same TRM that was 

used in support of FirstEnergy portfolio plan should also be used to evaluate plan 

performance. (FirstEnergy App. for Rehearing at 4-5.)

55} Additionally, in response to the Conservation Groups' suggested clarifying 

language for proposed Ohio Adm.Code 4901:1-39-05, FirstEnergy contends that such 

language is unnecessarily duplicative, unreasonable, and would likely delay a utility's 

compliance efforts. Moreover, according to FirstEnergy, the Conservation Groups advocate 

delaying the outcome of such compliance efforts while any proposed TRM updates are 

being considered, which is inconsistent with the Commission's stated purpose for the TRM 

to provide utilities with predictability. (FirstEnergy Memorandum Contra at 4-5.)

{f 56} The Commission denies rehearing on these assignments of error. Proposed 

Ohio Adm.Code 4901:1-39-05(0) provides parties an opportunity to identify issues with the 

existing TRM when providing comments regarding the IPE's report due to the fact the IPE's 

report includes suggested revisions to the TRM. Furthermore, specific timeframes for filing 

comments and reply comments are provided in the proposed rule. Additionally, unless 

otherwise indicated by the Commission, changes to the TRM are automatically approved 

within 30 days pursuant to proposed Ohio Adm.Code 4901:l-39-05(F). Again, as we 

indicated above, we expect Commission Staff to periodically update the TRM, as needed. 

Consequently, the Commission finds that additional clarifying language is unnecessary in 

this rule.
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57) As their second assignment of error, AEP Ohio/DP&L claim the 

Commission's deletion of certain critical language in proposed Ohio Adm.Code 4901:1-39- 

06(A) is unreasonable. In support of their argument, they claim that shared savings is an 

incentive to operate highly cost-effective programs and to meet or exceed mandated 

requirements with the lowest cost and highest energy and demand savings possible, adding 

that the Commission's deletion of this critical language in the proposed rule risks 

undermining these principles. Specifically, the parties suggest the Commission include the 

following language which was previously deleted in the proposed rule: "Inclusion of any 

lost distribution revenue and shared savings in the proposed rate adjustment mechanism 

shall be consistent with prior Commission directives." (AEP Ohio/DP&L App. for 

Rehearing at 5-8.)

58) Similarly, as its fifth assignment of error, FirstEnergy maintains that 

proposed Ohio Adm.Code 490l:l-39-06(A) unreasonably requires an EDU to demonstrate 

"how it proposes recovery and why" in each rate recovery mechanism filed 

contemporaneously with the annual portfolio plan filing. However, it states that the 

Commission has already determined how energy efficiency recovery should occur and 

approved energy efficiency recovery mechanisms that are in effect today. Consequently, 

FirstEnergy requests that the Commission grant rehearing to clarify that Commission- 

approved energy efficiency recovery mechanisms in effect will remain in place and that cost 

recovery mechanisms approved in other Commission proceedings need not be re-justified 

in an annual rate adjustment filing under this rule. (FirstEnergy App. for Rehearing at 5-6.)

59) In response to FirstEnergy, OCC states that FirstEnergy appears to ask the 

Commission to include rules providing that if a cost-collection mechanism is approved once, 

it is automatically approved for all future periods. OCC requests the Commission reject this 

proposal because there should be no presumption that a past collection mechanism is just 

and reasonable for future plan periods. (OCC Memorandum Contra at 5.)
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60} IGS, in response to AEP Ohio/DP&L's concerns, states that the Commission 

inserted the new language regarding cost recovery associated with anything other than 

direct program implementation costs to alleviate concerns raised by stakeholders about 

shared savings and lost distribution revenues. Additionally, it claims that FirstEnergy 

mischaracterizes the scope of the new rule regarding cost recovery. According to IGS, the 

rule only requires "how it proposes recovery and why" regarding proposals to recover costs 

associated with anything that is not an EE/PDR program through an EE/PDR recovery 

mechanism, and an EDU can avoid this requirement by simply only collecting costs for the 

actual programs. Therefore, IGS recommends the Commission maintain the current 

language in the rule. (IGS Memorandum Contra at 2-3.)

{f 61} The Commission denies rehearing on these assignments of error and agrees 

with IGS^s comments on this issue. The language in proposed Ohio Adm.Code 4901:1-39- 

06(A) allows utilities to recover for both direct program implementation costs and other 

costs, such as lost distribution revenues and shared savings, as long as the utility is able to 

demonstrate the reasonableness of such recovery. Consequently, the Commission declines 

to adopt additional language in this rule.

{f 62} As its first assignment of error, Duke reiterates that post-approval leaves the 

EDU in limbo and at risk for recovery of costs already incurred in ensuing year. Duke notes 

that one of the complications created by the proposed process is that the Commission has 

imposed caps on spending for each of the EDUs, which have a major impact on the size and 

cost of an EDU^s portfolio as well as the EDU's ability to meet the legislated mandates. Duke 

states that the proposed rules do not address this change in portfolio planning and structure 

and urges the Commission to address parameters for dealing with caps under the 

circumstances. (Duke App. for Rehearing at 3-4.)

{% 63} The Commission declines to grant rehearing on this assignment of error 

posed by Duke. Cost caps, if imposed in the future, should be addressed on a case-by-case 

basis, depending upon the specific facts and circumstances of each case. Consequently, the
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Cominission declines to add any language regarding cost caps to Ohio Adm.Code 4901:1- 

39-06(A).

64} In support of its application for rehearing, OCC argues that the 30-day 

response period in proposed Ohio Adm.Code 4901:l-39-06(B) is half of the current 60-day 

period, leaving virtually no opportunity for parties to review the utility's application, serve 

discovery, review discovery responses, and prepare comments. OCC further states that 

under the current rules, the Commission holds a hearing in each energy efficiency portfolio 

case. The new rules, according to OCC, require no hearing and the utility's proposed 

charges to consumers are automatically deemed reasonable and approved if the 

Commission takes no action within 30 days of parties' comments on the proposal. OCC 

points out that under Ohio law, whenever a public utility wishes to increase its rates, it must 

file an application with the Commission to accomplish the change, but those procedural 

requirements are not being adhered to in this case and the automatic approval of charges to 

consumers is unlawful. Further, R.C. 4905.22 requires all charges to customers to be just 

and reasonable, but under the new rules, according to OCC, a utility could propose unjust 

and unreasonable rates which would automatically go into effect without the Commission 

making a determination that such charges are just and reasonable. (OCC App. for Rehearing 

at 4-8.)

{f 65} FirstEnergy also takes issue with the proposed process in its sixth 

assignment of error, arguing that proposed Ohio Adm.Code 4901:1-39-06(8) is unfair, 

unjust, and unreasonable in that it does not provide an opportunity for it to file a reply to 

comments filed by other parties. FirstEnergy proposes that the rule provide a modest period 

of 15 days for reply comments on the proposed rate adjustment mechanism. If no comments 

are filed, the 15-day period is not triggered, and the mechanism is automatically deemed 

reasonable as the adopted rule provides. (FirstEnergy App. for Rehearing at 6.)

(5[ 66} In response to OCC, FirstEnergy asserts that OCC ignores the process 

established by the Commission for stakeholder input and potential hearings on the rate
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adjustment mechanism reflected in proposed Ohio Adm.Code 4901:1-39-06. Moreover, 

FirstEnergy states that it and other parties have proposed the Commission's rule should 

specifically include language stating that justification for cost recovery beyond direct 

program costs be consistent with Commission directives in other proceedings, such as a 

Commission approved ESP, which provides for meaningful participation as well as 

administrative efficiency. Further, FirstEnergy proclaims that stakeholder participation will 

continue under the proposed rules, noting that many of the interested parties participating 

in this proceeding also participated in its most recent ESP case and routinely participate in 

its quarterly collaborative process meetings. As for OCC's conjecture that utilities with 

impunity could propose actions as part of their portfolio plans that violate Ohio laws, 

FirstEnergy submits that the Commission has well-established remedies if an EDU were to 

engage in such activities. (FirstEnergy Memorandum Contra at 7-8.)

{f 67} With regard to OCC's comments, the Commission notes that the rule 

mentions: "[a]ny revenue received under the electric utility's rate adjustment mechanism 

shall be subject to potential disallowance and reconciliation based on the commission's 

decision issue in the annual performance verification process in 4901:1-39-05, Ohio 

Administrative Code." We clarify that only the proposed mechanism takes effect after 30 

days if the Commission takes no action. However, charges collected from consumers are 

subject to review by the Commission in the post-approval performance verification process. 

The Commission also agrees with FirstEnergy in that ample opportunity is provided for 

stakeholder input in both proposed Ohio Adm.Code 4901:1-39-05 and 4901:1-39-06. 

Additionally, a reply comment period has been incorporated in Ohio Adm.Code 4901:1-39- 

05(D) based on FirstEnergy's third assignment of error above and as such, an additional 

comment period prior to performance verification is not necessary. Consequently, the 

Commission denies these assignments of error.

68} FirstEnergy, in its seventh and final assignment of error, also states that the 

Commission should declare that utility energy efficiency expenditures made in good faith
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and consistent with the proposed portfolio plan will not be subject to disallowance prior to 

a final Commission order on the rate adjustment mechanism hearing process. In such 

instances, FirstEnergy believes that the utility should also be allowed a reasonable amount 

of time to curtail any program activities impacted by the order, during which time the utility 

shall continue to receive full recovery of all costs reasonably incurred. (FirstEnergy App. 

for Rehearing at 6-8.)

69} With regard to FirstEnergy's seventh assignment of error, additional 

language declaring that expenditures will not be subject to disallowance prior to a final 

Commission order on the rate adjustment mechanism hearing process, the Commission 

finds that such language is unnecessary. The rate adjustment recovery mechanism 

proposed under Ohio Adm.Code 4901:1-39-06 is related to identifying appropriate 

categories of costs to be recovered and is unrelated to whether the EDU will prudently 

spend dollars on its EE/PDR programs. As indicated above, during the performance 

verification process outlined in Ohio Adm.Code 4901:1-39-05, the Commission will evaluate 

whether the EDU's decisions were prudent and will authorize it to recover costs 

accordingly. The Commission anticipates that collaborative process outlined in Ohio 

Adm.Code 4901:1-39-03(0) will assist an EDU in proposing a reasonable rate adjustment 

recovery mechanism when filing its program portfolio plan, which should minimize the 

need for extensive litigation. Therefore, the Commission declines to further amend 

proposed Ohio Adm.Code 4901:1-39-06(3) and declines rehearing on this assignment of 

error.

G. Ohio Adm. Code 4901:1-39-07

{f 70} In its third assignment of error, Duke notes that the Commission, in its 

Finding and Order, indicates that the IPE, as well as the utility's evaluator must review its 

programs. According to Duke, it is unclear if the state's mercantile program is included as 

part of the EDU's responsibility for verification. Duke argues that this is another directive
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that adds an additional burden on the EDU without providing any means of recovering 

costs. (Duke App. for Rehearing at 5-6.)

71} The Commission denies rehearing on this assignment of error. It appears 

that Duke is referring to historical mercantile programs when it refers to the "state''s 

mercantile program.'^ We will, however, clarify that if a mercantile customer of Duke 

commits its energy savings to Duke, the Commission expects Duke to conduct its own due 

diligence regarding the energy efficiency to be committed.

H. Ohio Adm.Code 4901:l~40-05

72} As their sixth assignment of error, AEP Ohio/DP&L state that proposed 

Ohio Adm.Code 4901:l-40-05(A)(3)(h) unreasonably and unlawfully permits only electric 

services companies, and not electric utilities, to omit certain information from compliance 

status reports, which is contrary to R.C. 4928.64(C)(3). Accordingly, the parties request the 

Commission to grant rehearing, modify Ohio Adm.Code 4901:l-40-05(A)(3)(h), and insert 

"electric utility" along with "electric service company" in the opening clause of the rule. 

(AEP Ohio/DP&L App. for Rehearing at 15.)

73} The Commission denies rehearing on this issue. EDUs are guaranteed 

recovery from ratepayers of costs incurred in complying with the requirements of R.C. 

4928.64. However, competitive retail electric services providers are not guaranteed such 

recovery and bear the risk of non-recovery. Therefore, we deny rehearing on this issue.

I. Ohio AdnuCode 4901:1-40-07

74} AEP Ohio/ DP&L, as their seventh assignment of error, allege that proposed 

Ohio Adm.Code 4901;l-40-07(B)'s maximum recoverable compliance funds unreasonably 

and unlawfully imposes a limitation on compliance cost calculation that is not contained in 

or contemplated by R.C. 4928.64(C)(3) and (4) and effectively eliminates an EDU's ability to 

seek a force majeure finding under R.C. 4928.64(C)(4). According to AEP Ohio/DP&L, this
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new rule effectively requires the utility not to seek recovery of compliance costs that exceed 

the three percent cap. (AEP Ohio/DP&L App. for Rehearing at 14-16.)

75} In response, OCC argues that new cost cap rules are consistent with the 

statute, which provides that a utility "need not comply" with the renewable energy 

mandates if the cost would exceed this three percent limitation (OCC Memorandum Contra 

4-5).

{f 76} The Commission grants rehearing on this assignment of error. Based on 

AEP Ohio/DP&L^s comments, the Commission has revised the language in Ohio 

Adm.Code 4901:1-40-07 to ensure that there is no arbitrary limitation regarding the 

compliance cost calculation that is not contemplated by R.C. 4928.64(C)(3) and (4). Further, 

minor changes have also been made in proposed Ohio Adm.Code 4901:1-40-05 and 4901:1- 

40-08 to align the Commission's decision to eliminate the limitation on the cost cap 

calculation in Ohio Adm.Code 4901:1-40-07, consistent with R.C. 4928.64.

77} In their eighth, and final assignment of error, AEP Ohio/DP&L state that the 

newly adopted rules do not acknowledge R.C. 4928.641(A), which confirms that cost 

recovery for renewable energy resource contracts executed before April 1, 2014 shall 

continue on a bypassable basis until the prudently incurred costs associated with such 

contracts are fully recovered (AEP Ohio/DP&L App. for Rehearing at 14-16). The 

Commission denies rehearing on this assignment of error as we have revised the language 

of Ohio Adm.Code 4901:1-40-07 to eliminate any arbitrary limitations on recovery.

Order

{f 78} It is, therefore.

79} ORDERED, That the applications for rehearing filed by Ohio Power 

Company and the Dayton Power & Light Company; Ohio Edison Company, The Cleveland 

Electric Illuminating Company, and The Toledo Edison Company; Duke Energy Ohio, Inc.;
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and Environmental Law & Policy Center, Environmental Defense Fund, Natural Resources 

Defense Council, and the Ohio Environmental Council are granted, in part. It is, further,

80) ORDERED, That the applications for rehearing filed by Interstate Gas 

Supply, Inc. and the Ohio Consumers' Counsel are denied. It is, further,

81} ORDERED, That a copy of this Second Entry on Rehearing be served upon 

all commenters and parties of record in this matter.

THE PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION OF OHIO

i • JVoYa
[. Beth Trombold, Chair

lioi^as W. Johnson

Daniel R. Conway

AS/mef

Lawrence K. Friedeman

Dennis P. Deters

Entered in the Journal

Tanowa M. Troupe 
Secretary
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“Rescind”
■Pefmitiens.

(A) "Achievable potential" means the reduction in energy -ttsage or peak demand that 
would likely result from the expected adoption by homos and businesses of the most 
efficient, eost-cffective measures, given effective program design, taking into acceunt 
remaining barriers to customer adoption- of-theso measures: Barriers may include 
market, financial, political, regulatory,- or- altitudinal bar-riors, or the lacf^ of 
commercially available product. "Achievable potential" is a subset of "economic 
petcntial.-

(B) "Anticipated savings" means the reduction in-energy-usage or peak demand that will
aecruc from contractual commitments for program participation made in the reporting 
per-ied,-^hieh-measures in such progr-ams-are scheduled-for-installation in-the 
subsequent repor-ting-periods:

(G) "Capital stock'-means-all devices, equipment, and processes that use-enconver-^energyT

—Coincident-peak demand savings" -means the demand savings for energy-effieiency 
measures- that are expected to occur during the summer on peak period which is 
defii^ted as June tlirough August on weekdays between three p.m. andsix p.m.

(B)—''Commission" moans the public utilities eommission ef Ohio.

(F) —Cost effective" moans the measure, program, or portfolio being evaluated that satisfies
the tetal-reseuree cost test.

(G) '^Demand response" moans a change in-eustemer behavior er a-ehange-in customer 
owned -er operated -assets that affects the demand for electricity as a result of price 
signals or other incentives.

(H) economic potential" moans the reduction in energy usage or-peak demand that would 
result if all homes and businesses adopted the most- efficient and cost effective 
measures. Economic potential is a subset of the %}chnical-potential."

(!)—-Eleetric-utility"-has the mcaRlng-sct forth in-dmsien (A)(ll)-of section 4928.01 ef the 
Revised Code.
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{f)—"Energy basolino" moans the avorago total kilowatt hours of digtributien service sold 

to retail customors of the cloctric utility in the preceding throe calendar years as 
reported in the olccta^c utility's most recent long term forecast report, pursuant to 
division (A)(2)(a) of section 1928.66 of the Revised Code. The total kilowatt hours sold 
shall equal the total kilowatt-hours delivered by the electric utility.

(K) "Energy benchmark" moans the annual level ef energy savings that an electric utility 
must achieve as provided in division (A)(1)(a) of section 4928.-66 of the Revised Code.

(L^ "Energy efficiency" means reducing the consumption-ef energy while maintaining or 
improving the end use customer's existing lev-el of functionality, or while maintaining 
or improving the utility system functionality.

(M) "Independent program evaluator" moans the person(s) hired by one or more- of the 
electric utilities, at the direction of the commission, to eemplete the folloiving activities:

(4)—Monitor, verify, evaluate, and report on-tho eleetric energy savings and peak 
demand reductions resulting from utility program and mercantile customer 
aetivities.

(2)—Determine program and portfolio cost effectiveness.

{3)—Conduct program process ovaluationsr

(4)—Perform duo diligence re\uoxvs of evaluations or documentation provided by an 
cloctric utility or'mercantile customer, as directed-by the commission.

Such person shall work at the solo direction of the commission.

"Market transformation" means a lasting structural or behavioral change in the
marketplace that increasos customer adoption of energy officioncy or-^oak reduction 
meaeuros that-will be sustained after any program pr-emoting-&uch behavior ceases.

(O) "Measure" means any material, device, technology, operational-practice, or educational 
program that makes it possible to deliver a comparable level and quality of end use 
energy service while using-4css energy or loss capacity than would otherwise be 
required.
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(P) —"Morcantilo customer" has the meaning sot forth in division (A)(19) of section 1928.01

of the Revised Code.

(Q) "Nonenorgy benefits" mean societal bonofits that do not affect the calculation of program
cost cffoctivcncss pursuant to the total resource cost test including but not limited to 
benefits of low income customer participation--in utility programs; reductions in 
greenhouse gas-emissions, regulated air omissions, water consumption, natural 
resource depletion to the extent the benefit of such reductions are not fully reflected in 
eost-savings; enhanced system reliability; or advancement of any other state policy 
enumerated in section 4928.02 of the Revised Code.

(R) —”Pcalc demand/' when measuring reduction-programs, moans the average maximum
hourly electricity usage-during the highest one hundred hours on the electric utilit}^'s 
system in a calendar year.

(S) —"Peak demand baseline" means the average peak demand on the electric utility's
system in the preceding three calendar years as reported in the electric utility's most 
reeent long term-forecast report, pursuantto division (A)(2)(a) of section 1928.66 of4he 
Revised Code.

(?)—"Peak demand benchmark" moans the reduction in peak demand an electric utilib 
system must achieve as provided in division (A)(1)(b) of section 4928.66 of the Revised 
Code.

(U) "Person" shall have the meaning sot forth in division (A)(2d) of section 4928.01 of the 
Revised Code.

(V) "Program" moans a single offering of one or more measures provided to consumers. For
example, a wcathorization program may include insulation replacement, weather 
stripping, and window replacement measures.

(W) i'-St-aff" moans the staff or authorized representative of the public utilities commission.

(X) —"Technical potential" means the'reduction in energy usage or peak-demand that would
r-esult if all homes and businesses adopted the most efficient measur-es, regardless- of 
cost.
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(Y) "Total rcGOurco cost tost" moans an-analysis to determine if, for--an investment in energy

officioncy or peak-demand reduction moasurc or program, on a life-cycle basis, the 
present value of t-ho avoided supply costs for the periods of load reduction, valued at 
marginal-eost, are-greater-than the present value of thenmonetary costs of the demand 
side measure or program borne by both the electric utility and the participants, plus 
the increase in supply costs for any periods of increased load resulting directly from 
the measure or program adoption. Supply costs arc those costs of supplying energy 
and/or—capacity that arc—avoided by the- investment,—including generation, 
transmission, and distribution to customers. Demand side moasurc or program costs 
inekide,-but are^t limited tOy the costs for equipment, installation, operation and 
maintenance, removal of replaced equipment, and program administration, not of any 
residual benefits and avoided expenses such as the comparable costs for devices that 
would otherwise-have been installed, the salvage value of removed equipment, and 
any tax credits.

(Z) "Verified savings" means an annual reduction of energy usage or peak demand from an
energy efficiency or peak-demand reduction program directly measured or calculated 
using rea-sonable-statist4eal and/or engineering methods consistent with approved 
measurement and-vorifieation-guidolinos.

^^New”
4901:1-39-01 Definitions.

(A) ''Achievable potential" means the reduction in energy usage or peak demand that 
would result from the expected adoption by electricity consumers of the most efficient 
and cost-effective commercially available energy efficiency measures, taking into 
account applicable societal and market-related barriers to customer adoption of those 
measures. Achievable potential is a subset of "economic potential."

fB) "Annualized energy savings" means the recognition, in the year of installation or 
implementation, of the total amount of energy savings that would be achieved in a full 
year of service, regardless of the actual date of installation or implementation.

(C) ^^Anticipated savings'' means the reduction in energy usage or peak demand that is 
expected to accrue from program participation.
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O') '"Benchmark comparison method"' means the comparison of customer's energy 

efficiency savings percentage to the electric utility's statutorily required energy 
efficiency savings percentage, for the purpose of determining the length of the rider 
exemption that the customer may receive for dedication of its energy efficiency savings 
to the electric utility.

(E) "Coincident peak-demand savings'" means the demand savings resulting from energy 
efficiency measures that occur during the summer on-peak period which is defined as 
Tune through August on weekdays between 32:00 p.m. and 6:00 p.m.

(FT "Combined Heat and Power System" means the coproduction of electricity and useful 
thermal energy from the same fuel source designed to achieve thermal-efficiency levels 
of at least sixty per cent with at least twenty per cent of the system's total useful energy 
in the form of thermal energy.

fG) "Commission" means the public utilities commission of Ohio.

(HT "Cost-effective"' means that the measure, program, or portfolio being evaluated 
satisfies the total resource cost test or utility cost test, as applicable.

(I) "Demand response" means a change or potential change in customer behavior or a 
change in customer-owned or operated equipment that reduces the demand for 
electricity during specified time periods as a result of price signals or other incentives.

"Economic potential" means the reduction in energy usage or peak demand that would 
result if all electricity consumers adopted the most efficient, cost-effective commercially 
available energy efficiency measures. Economic potential is a subset of technical 
potential.

(KT "Electric utility" has the meaning set forth in division (ATfll) of section 4928.01 of the 
Revised Code.

(L) "Energy baseline" means the annual average total kilowatt-hours of distribution 
service sold to retail customers of the electric utility in the preceding three calendar 
years as reported in the electric utility's most recent long-term forecast report, pursuant 
to division (Al(2')(al of section 4928.66 of the Revised Code.
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(M) "Energy benclimark"' means the annual level of energy savings that an electric utility 

must achieve as provided in division (Aifl)fa) of section 4928.66 of the Revised Code.

(N) "'Energy efficiency" means reducing the consumption of electrical energy, without 
substitution from other energy sources, while maintaining or improying the end-use 
customer's existing level of functionality, or while maintaining or improving the utility 
system functionality, or producing electricity from waste energy recovery systems or 
producing electricity from combined heat and power systems.

(Q)...'"Cross_Scoongs'l nieans the enc^'gy, and demand savings that resnIt i;roiTL
the reasons behind the decisioji i_q those

m'qgr^is.

C-lPV'Independent program evaluator" means the person(s~) chosen by the commission, to 
monitor, verify, evaluate and report on one or more of the following activities:

(1) Electric energy savings and peak-demand reductions resulting from electric utility 
energy efficiency and peak demand reduction programs, as reported in the electric 
utility's annual performance verification process, pursuant to rule 4901:1-39-05, of 
the Administrative Code.

(2) Electric utility energy efficiency portfolio plan design and implementation, 
including evaluation of the plan's programs, measures, and cost effectiveness, and 
make recommendations for improvement.

(3) Recommend updates to the technical reference manual, as necessary, pursuant to 
changes in regulations, equipment availability, and market conditions.

(41 Appropriateness and reasonableness of all costs included in any riders designed to 
recover the costs of energy efficiency portfolio plan implementation from 

ratepayers.

(51 Perform other due-diligence reviews of evaluations and/or documentation 
provided by an electric utility or mercantile customer, as directed by the 
commission or its staff.

Such person shall work at the sole direction of the commission. If a person other 
than staff is chosen by the commission as an independent program evaluator, that
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person, shall contract with the electric utility for payment for the work activities, 
and work at the direction of the commission or its staff.

(I-O'^Measure" means any material, device, technology, operational practice, or 
educational program that makes it possible to deliver a comparable level and quality 
of end-use electrical energy service while using less electrical energy or capacity than 
would otherwise be required.

(QE) Mercantile customer" means a commercial or industrial customer if the
electricity consumed is for nonresidential use and the customer consumes more than 
seven hundred thousand kilowatt hours per year or is part of a national account 
involving multiple facilities in one or more states, as set forth in division ('A)d91 of 
section 4928.01 of the Revised Code.

(RS} "Non-energy benefits" mean positive non-monetized impacts that do not affect the 
calculation of program cost-effectiveness pursuant to the total resource cost test 
including but not limited to low-income customer participation in utility programs, 
reductions in greenhouse gas emissions, reductions in regulated air emissions, 
reductions in natural resource depletion, enhanced system reliability, or advancement 
of state policy as itemized in section 4928.02 of the Revised Code.

(ST) "Peak demand," when measuring reduction programs, means the average maximum 
hourly electricity usage during the highest one hundred hours on the electric utility's 
system in a calendar year.

(TOVTeak-demand baseline" means the annual average of peak demand on the electric 
utility's system in the preceding three calendar years as reported in the electric utility's 
most recent long-term forecast report, pursuant to division (A)(2)(a) of section 4928.66 
of the Revised Code.

(UVl------- "Peak-demand benchmark" means the reduction in peak demand an electric
utility's system must achieve, or have the capability to achieve, as provided in division 
f AVlKb") of section 4928.66 of the Revised Code.

(V-W)-------"Person" shall have the meaning set forth in division (A)(241 of section 4928.01
of the Revised Code.
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(WXV- - - "Program" means a single offering that includes one or more measures provided

to electricity consumers. pGi---e$Kampl-e--a- -weatheri-zalioan—- ir-icfede 
-ii^suIal-ioiiH'ejsila;^ineiat.-A-veafeer

fXY) "Shared savings" means the percentage of the net savings that a distribution electric 
utility may earn in any year in which it exceeds a statutory energy efficiency and/or 
peak demand reduction benchmark. The net savings is the difference in the present 
value of the EDU's portfolio of avoided generation, transmission and distribution costs 
minus the total costs of the energy efficiency programs inclusive of each program's 
measurement and verification costs. The net sa^^i^gs do not indiidc banked savings or 

.sayings related lo historical mcj'caniilo proarams, iransrnission and djstj'ibiitigii 
infrastructure projeocts, customer action programs, and special improverneni uisii’icts 
tlg.dcfincid in seciion 1710.01, Revised Code, and banked savings..

A-Z) "Staff" means the public utilities commission's staff or authorized representative.

(ZAAY - "Technical potential" means the reduction in energy usage or peak demand that 
would result if all electricity consumers adopted the most efficient commercially 
available energy efficiency measures.

(AABB) "Total resource cost test" means an ex-ante analysis to determine if, for an 
investment in energy efficiency or peak-demand reduction measure or program, on a 
life-cycle basis, the present value of the avoided supply costs for the periods of load 
reduction, valued at marginal cost, are greater than the present value of the monetary 
costs of the demand-side measure or program borne by both the electric utility and the 
participants, plus the increase in supply costs for any periods of increased load 
resulting directly from the measure or program adoption. Supply costs are those costs 
of supplying energy and/or capacity that are avoided by the investment, including 
generation, transmission, and distribution to customers. Demand-side measure or 
program costs include, but are not limited to, the costs for equipment, installation, 
operation and maintenance, removal of replaced equipment, and program 
administration, net of any residual benefits and avoided expenses such as the 
comparable costs for devices that would otherwise have been installed, and the salvage 
value of removed equipment.

(CQ____ "Useful iherma] e3~iergv" means lhe_thermal energy output of a CHP s\-slein iha'i
is.reeoveretl for use by the facility.
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(DDl/'J-HiJily cost a beiic:jjl-cosi v\;herc

rc^bultiilg ihe dY?0/UAl\bUi''bP‘itaia4^emeni ]')rpjp:ajTi,_and cosij; thostyincymyc^^ 
the I'DIJ, including incejUjve costs and excludijig any ciirccL ciistoirier cosls. [iw uj-iljtv

IbY J-YlQ/ir^ni ^diiiiriisb;al.or a.ysl iosl,

f-BBEE') "Verified savings'' means an annual reduction of energy usage or peak demand 
from an energy efficiency or peak-demand reduction program directly measured or 
calculated using methods found in the Ohio lcd~mical reference 91 oibier
reasonable statistical and/or engineering, as approx ed b)9iiic commissioji melbeds 
g0i=isj6teRHvi4h-a^3pTOved-n:-ienfiu^^^e%t-a^ad^'-erjfrl€a-lTOHg^i5del-jKes.

fCCFFi "Waste Energy Recovery System" shall have the same meaning as set forth in 
division (A‘)(38‘) of section 4928.01 of the Revised Code.

“Rescind”
1901:1 39-02------- Pwr-pose and scope,

(A) Pursuant to division (A)(1)(a) of section4928.66 of the Revised Code, beginning in 2009, 
each olGctric utility is required to implement energy offidoncy programs. Such 
programs, at a minimum, shall achieve established statutory benchmarks for energy 
cfficiGncy. Additionally-,-pursuant to divisieH-(A)(l)(b) of section d928:-66 of the Revised 
Code, beginning in 2009, each electric utility is required to implement peak demand 
red^€tien-programs designed te-achieve established statutory benchmarks for peak- 
demand reduction. The purpose of this chapter is to establish rules for the 
implementation of clect-r-ic utility programs-that-will encourage innevation and market 
access for cost effective energy efficiency and peak demand reduction, achieve the 
statutory benchmark for peak-demand reduction, meet or exceed the statutory 
beftehmark for energy efficiency, and provide for the participation of stakeholders in 
developing energy effideney and peak demand reduction programs for the benefit of 
the-state-ef ■ Ohio.

(B) The commission may, upon an application or a motion filed by a party, waive any 
requirement et this chapter, other than a requirement mandated by statute, for good 
cause shown.
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“New”
4901:1-39-02____ Purpose and scope.

(A^ Pursuant to division (AVl^(a~^ of section 4928.66 of the Revised Code, each electric 
utility is required to implement enerev efficiency programs. Such proerams, at a 
minimum, shall achieye established statutory energy benchmarks for energy efficiency 
and peak demand reduction, and may include a combined heat and power system 
placed into seryice or retrofitted on or after September 10, 2012, or a waste energy 
recpyery system placed into seryice or retrofitted on or after the same date, except that 
a waste energy recoyery system described in diyision (AV38)(b) of section 4928.01 of 
the Revised Code may be included only if it was placed into service between Tanuary 
1, 2002, and December 31, 2004, The purpose of this chapter is to establish rules for the 
implementation of electric utility energy efficiency and peak-demand reduction 

programs.

fB'i The commission may, sua sponte, or upon an application or a motion filed by a party, 
waive any requirement of this chapter, other than a requirement mandated by statute, 
for good cause shown.

“Amend”
4901:1-39-03 Program planning requirements.

(A) Assessment of potential. Ujiless othej-wise ordered in' hie cojuiriissjoii, lo
inii->]epiiG].-uj-nii--aa -its- -GihcriejiCTy--aBd-f5Ga]v- dGma-yth

p3‘ogj-a3B. yvaj-i-fcilio and at least ojicg every five years an
electric utility shall conduct an assessment of potential energy savings and peak- 
demand reduction from adoption of energy efficiency and demand-response measures 
within its certified territory/ whieh-^ill bo included in tho electric utility's program 
portfolio filing pursuant to rule 1901:1 39 01 of the Administrative Code. Such 
assessment may be updated by the electric utility from time to time, at less than five 
year intervals, as market conditions warrant. An electric utility may collaborate with 
other electric utilities to co-fund or conduct such an assessment on a broader 
geographic basis than its certified territory. However/ such an assessment must also
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disaggregate results on the basis of each electric utility'-s certified territory. Such 
assessment shall include, but not be limited to, the following:

(1) Analysis of technical potential. Each electric utility shall survey and characterize 
the energy using capital st-eck located within-its certified territory and quantify its 
actual and projected energy use and peak demand. Based upon the-^survey and 
characterization of electricity- consuming facilities within its certified territory, the 
electric utility shall conduct an analysis of the technical potential for energy 
efficiency and peak-demand reduction obtainable from applying commercially 
available alternate measures.

(2) Analysis of economic potential. For each available altornato measure identified in 
its assessment of technical potential, the electric utility shall conduct an assessment 
of cost-effectiveness using either the total resource cost test or the utility cost test 
whichever is applicable.

(3) Analysis of achievable potential. For each available alternate measure identified in 
its analysis of economic potential as cost-effective, the electric utility shall conduct 
an analysis of achievable potential. Such analysis shall consider the ability of the 
program design to overcome barriers to customer adoption, including, but not 
limited to, appropriate bundling of measures.

(4) For each measure considered, the electric utility shall describe all attributes relevant 
to assessing its value, including, but not limited to potential energy savings or peak- 
demand reduction, cost, and nonenergy benefits.

(B) Program portfolio plan design criteria. When developing programs for inclusion in its 
program portfolio plan, an electric utility shall consider the following criteria:

(1) Relative cost-effectiveness.

(2) Benefits and costs to all members of a customer class, including nonparticipants.

(3) Potential for broad participation within the targeted customer class.

(4) Likely Projected magnitude of aggregate energy savings or peak-demand 
reduction.

(5) Nonenergy benefits.
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(6) Equity among customer classes.

(7) Relative advantages or disadvantages of energy efficiency and peak demand 
reduction pr-egrams for-Anticipated impacts on the construction of new facilities, 
or the replacement ef retiring capital stock, or retrofitting of existing fadlitiescapital 
stock.

(8) Potential to partner integrate the proposed program with similar programs offered 
by other utilities, if-suchintegration produces the most in a cost-effective result and 
is in the public interestmarmer.

(9) The degree to which a program Potential to bundle bundles measures so as to avoid 
lost opportunities to attain energy savings or peak reductions that would not be 
cost-effective or would be less cost-effective if installed individually.

(10) l^he degree te whieh the-program design Potential to engage engages the energy 
efficiency supply chain and leverages partners in program delivery.

(11) The degree to which the program-potential to successfully addresses address 
market barriers or market failures.

(12) l^he degree to whieh the^rogram leverages Potential to leverage knowledge gained 
from existing program successes and failures.

(13) The degree to which the program promotes market transformation.

(13) Opt-out customers, which are customers, as defined in R.C. 4928.6610, which have 
chosen not to participate in an electric utility's energy efficiency and peak demand 
reduction portfolio plan.

(C) Promising measures not selected. Each electric utility shall identify measures 
considered but net-found not to be cost-effective or achievable but show promise for 
future deployment. The electric utility shall identify potential actions that it could 
undertake to improve the measure's technical potential, economic potential, and 
achievable potential to enhance the likelihood that the measure would become cost- 
effective and reasonably achievable.
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(D) The electric utility may seek to collaborate or consult with other utilities, regional and 

municipal governmental organizatioias, nonprofit organizations, businesses, and other 
stakeholders to develop programs meeting the requirements of this chapter.

“Rescind”
4901:1 39 01------- Program portfolio plan and filing requirements.

(A) Each electric utility shall design and propose a comprohonGivo energy efficiency and 
peak demand reduction program portfolio, including a range of programs that 
encourage innovation and market access for cost offoctivc energy officiency and peak 
demand reduction for all customer classes, which- will achieve the statutory 
benchmarks for peak demand reduction, and meet or exceed the statutory-benchmarks 
for energy efficiency. An electric utility's first program portfolio plan filed-pursuant to 
this rule, shall be filed with supporting testimony prior to January 1,2010. Each electric 
utility shall file an updated program portfolio plan by April 15, 2013, and by the 
fifteenth of April every third year thereafter, unless otherwise directed by the 
commission.

(B) —Each electric utility shall demonstrate that its -program portfolio plan is cost effective
on a portfolio-basis. In general, each program proposed within a program portfolio 
plan must also be cost effective, although each measure within a -program need not be 
cost effective. However, an electric utility may include a program within its program 
portfolio plan that is net-cost effective when that program provides substantial 
nonenergy benefits.

(C) Content-ef filing.-An electric utility's program portfolio plan-shall include, but not-be 
limited to, the following:

—An executive summary and its assessment-of potential pursuant to paragraph (A) 
of r-ule 4901:1-39 03 of the Administrative Code.

(2) —A ■ description-of stakeholder participation in program planning efforts and
program portfolio development;

(3) A description-of attempts to align and coordinate programs with other public 
utilities' programs.
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(4)—A-doscr4ption-ef existing programs. The oloctric utility shall provide a-summary of 

existing programs with a recommendation for-whether the-program should 
continue and, if so, a description of its r-elationship to any proposed programs. If a 
program has previously been approved and is unchanged-, the-electrie utility-may 
reference the program description currently in effect. If the electric utility is 
proposing to -modify an-existing program—the electric-utility shall provide a 
description of-4he pr-eposed modification and the basis for-propesed-ehangesr

(§)—A-descrlption-ef proposed programs. An electric utility shall deseribc each program 
proposed to-be ineiuded within its program pertfolie-plan—with-at least the 
following information:

(a)—A narrative describing why the program is recommended pursuant to the 
program design criteria in this chapter.

{b)—Program objectives, including projections and basis for calculating energy 
savings and/or peak demand reduction resulting from the-progr-am.

(e) —The targeted customer-sector-:

(d) The proposed duration of the program.

{e)—An-estimate of the lc\^el of program partleipatien.

(f) —Program participation requirements, if any.

(g) —A description of-the marketing approach-lo be employed, including rebates or
inconti-v^os offered through each program, and hoxv it is expected to influence 
consumer choice-or behavion

(h) —A description ofdhe program implementation approaeh to bo employed.

(i) —A program budget with projected-expenditures, identifying program costs to
be borne by the-elcctrle utility and-eollect-ed from its customers, with customer 
class allocation, if appropriate.

(j) —Participant costs, if any.
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(k)—Proposed market transformation activities/ if any, which have boon identified 

and proposed to be included in the program portfolio plan.

{i)—A description of the plan for preparing reports that doeument- the electric 
utility's evaluation/ moasurcmont/ and verification of the energy savings 
and/or peak demand reduction resulting from each program and the process 
evaluations-eendueted' by'the-electric utility. The indopondont program 
evaluator will prepare an independent- -evaluation/ measurement/—and 
verification plan-at-t-he direet-ien-ef the commission staff to monitor/ verify/ 
evaluate and report on the energy savings and peak demand reductions 
resulting from utility programs and mercantile customer activities. The 
independent program evaluator's plan may rely on data colleeted and reported 
by the electric utility.

(D) Unless otherwise ordered by the commission/ any person may file objections wilhin 
sixty days after the filing of an electric utility's program portfolio plan. Any person 
filing objections shall specify the basis for all objeetiens> including any proposed 
additional or alternative programs/ or modifications to the eicctric-u-t-ilit-y's proposed 
program portfolio plan.

(E) —The commission shall set the matter for hearing-and shall-cause notice of the hearing to
be published one time in a newspaper of general circulation in each county in the 
electric utility's certified territory. At such hearing/ the electric utility shall have the 
burden to prove that the proposed program portfolio plan is consistenEwithdhe policy 
of the state of Ohio as set forth in sectien^928.02 of the Revised Code/ and meets the 
requirements of section 1928.66 of the Revised-Gode.-

4901:1-39-04

“New”
Program portfolio plan and filing requirements.

(A) Upon the expiration of any existing commission-approved program portfolio plans, 
each electric utility shall continue to implement a comprehensive energy efficiency and 
peak-demand reduction program portfolio, which was developed pursuant to the 
requirements of rule 4901:1-39-03, of the Administrative Code, and which will cost- 
effectively achieve the statutory benchmarks for energy efficiency and peak-demand
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reduction. No later than September 1^ in the last year of an existing commission 
approved portfolio plan, and no later than September 1-5 each year thereafter, each 
electric utility shall file an updated program portfolio plan to be implemented in the 
following calendar year, unless otherwise directed by the commission.

(B) AnEach. electric utility^, shall demonstrate ihai its program portfolio plan issha^l-be 
cost-effective on a portfolio basis, based on IhtdLdtalresomce ccisl jest. In general, each 
program proposed within a program portfolio plan must also be cost-effective, 
although each measure within a program need not be cost-effective. However, an 
electric utility may include a program within its program portfolio plan that is not cost- 
effective pursuant to the (olal resource cost lest when that program provides 
substantial non-energy benefits or tire clccdic ut-ilitv can demonslraic ...that an 
‘liLth‘h3bYC,cpjrU:.icsl is

(O Content of filing. An electric utility's program portfolio plan shall include, but not be 
limited to. the following:

An executive summary and its assessment of potential pursuant to paragraph (A) 
of rule 4901:1-39-03 of the Administrative Code.

(2) A description of stakeholder participation in program planning efforts and 
program portfolio development. At a minimum, each electric utility shall conduct 
quarterly stakeholder meetings.-a-i- w-Iijeh -it At ihese nu^elin^rs, the ('Iccij-ic 
shall provide updates on the energy efficiency and peak demand- reductions 
achieved by its programs, all costs incurred in implementation of its programs, and 
inl'oirnaiioi'i aboTj.t new programs or measures that it is considering.y--ap.d 
Ad.dihpriai])'-;. Ihe plcc.h ic u 1 i 1 i 1 y slia) 1 solicit input from stakeholders on existing and 
potential new programs.

f31 A description of attempts to align and coordinate programs with other public 
utilities^ programs.

(4) An analysis of existing programs. The electric utility shall provide a description of 
each existing program, and measures within the program, including an analysis of 
the success of the program and the electric utility's rationale for continuing, 
modifying, or eliminating the program or measures within the program.
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(5) A description of programs included in the portfolio plan. An electric utility shall 

describe each program included within its program portfolio plan with at least the 
following information:

(ai A narrative describing why the program is being included pursuant to the 
program design criteria in this chapter. For existing programs being retained 
from the prior portfolio plan, a reference to the analysis described in paragraph 
(0(4^ of this rule is sufficient

(b) Program objectives, including projections and basis for calculating energy 
savings and/or peak-demand reduction resulting from the program.

(c) The targeted customer sector.

("dl The proposed duration of the program.

(el An estimate of the level of program participation.

(fl Program participation requirements, if any.

(g) A description of the marketing approach to be employed, including wlieth er 
electric uiiiit'v i]~ilonds to niake ii.se oi rebates or incentives offered through 

each program, and how it is expected to influence consumer choice or behavior.

(hi A description of the program implementation approach to be employed.

(il A program budget with projected expenditures, identifying program costs to 
be borne by the electric utility and collected from its customers, with customer 
class allocation, ^vhen costs wilj __bc ,shfn;_ed _ _Allsioo}cr, .^'k'.'rsscsjf

(il Participant costs, if any.

(kl A description of the plan for preparing reports that document the electric 
utility's evaluation, measurement, and verification of the energy savings 
and/or peak-demand reduction resulting from each program and the process 
evaluations conducted by the electric utility.
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{'D') An electric utility, as part of its filing, may request to adjust its sales and/or demand 

baseline. In making such an adjustment, the baseline shall be normalized for weather 
and for changes in numbers of customers, sales, and peak demand to the extent such 
changes are outside the control of the electric utility. The electric utility shall include in 
its application all assumptions, rationales, and calculations, and shall propose 
methodologies and practices to be used in any proposed adjustments or 
normalizations. To the extent approved by the commission, normalizations for 
weather, changes in numbers of customers, sales, and peak demand shall be 
consistently applied from year to year. The electric utility shall modify its baseline, on 
a goine forward basis, to exclude load and usage characteristics of all opt-out customers 
and the customers in its certified distribution territory with a reasonable arrangement 
authorized by the commission pursuant to section 4905.31 of the Reyised Code.

Unless otherwise er-dered by the commission, any person may file comments within 
thirty days after the filing of an electric utility's program portfolio plan. Any person 
filing comments shall specify the basis for all recommendations made, including any 
proposed additional or altornatiyo programs or measures, or modifications that arc 
suggested to bo made to the electric utility's proposed program portfolio plaFb

(Ei Within thirty days after the deadline for filing comment-S' pursuant to paragraph CDl-ef 
this-rule, the electric utility shall file its response, in which it shall indicate which 
recommendations it has accepted for inclusion into its-pr-ogram portfolie-^^anr

“Rescind”
490454-39-OS------- Benchmark and annual status-reports.

(A) Initial benchmark report. Within sixty days of the offoctivo date of this rule> each electric 
uti.ht-y-shall file an initial benchmark report with the commission that-4dentifios the 
following information:

(4)—The energy and demand baselines for kilowatt hour sales and kilowatt-demand for 
the reporting yearf including a description of the method of calculating the baseline, 
w-ith-supporting data.
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(2)—The-applicaMe statutory benchmarks for energy savings and Gloctric utility peak 

demand reduction.

(B) —An electric utility may file an application to adjust its sales and/or demand baseline.
The baseline shall be normalized for weather and-for changes in numbers of customers, 
sales, and peak demand to the extent such changeo are ontoido the control of the electric 
utility. The electric utilit}^ shall 4Rcludo in its application all assumptions, rationales, 
and cakulations, and shall propose methodologies and practices to bo used in any 
proposed adjustments or normalizations. To the extent approved-by the cemmissieR, 
normalizations for weather, changes in numbers ef-customers, salesT-and peak demand 
shall be consistently applied from year to year.

(C) Portfolie-status report. By March fifteenth of each-year, oaeh electric utility-shall file-a 
portfolio status report addressing the performance of all approwd-enorgy efficiency 
and peak-demand-reduction programs in its program portfolio plan over the previous 
calendar year which includes, at a minimum, the following information:

(4)—Compliance demonstration.-Each clac-tric u-tility shall include-a section in^ts 
portfolio status report detailing its achieved energy savings, achieved demand 
reductions, and the expected demand reductions that its programs werc-reasonably 
dostg-ned to achieve, relative to its-corresponding baselines. A-t-a minimum, this 
section of the-portfolie status report shall include each of the following:

(a)—An update to its benchmark report.

(h)—A comparison with the-applicable benchmark of actual energy savings and 
peak demand reductions achieved by electric utility programs.

(e)—An affidavit as to whether the reported performance complies with the 
statutory benchmarks.

(2)—Program performance assessment. Each electric utility shall include a section in its 
portfolio status report demonstrating whether it has successfully implemented the 
ener-gy-efficiency and demand reduction programs approved in its program 
portfolio plan. At a minimum, this section of the annual portfolio-status report shall 
include each of the following:
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(a) —A description of each approved energy efficiency-er-^eak-dcmand reduction

program implemented in the previous calendar year including:

(i) —The key activities undertaken in each program, the number and type of
participants, a comparison'of the forecasted savings to the verified savings 
achieved by-SHeh-program, the magnitude of anticipated savings, and a 
trend analysis of how anticipated savings will be realized over the life of 
the programT

(ii) —All energy savings counted toward the applicable benchmark as a result of
energy efficiency improvements implemented by mercantile customers and 
committed to the electric utility.

(iii) All peak demand-reduetiens counted toward the applicable benchmark as 
a result of energy efficiency imprevements, demand response, or demand 
reduction improvements implemented by mercantile customers- and 
committed to the electric utilityr

(iv) A—description—ef—aH—transmission—and—distribution—infrastructure 
improvements-made by the electric utility that reduce line losses -te-4he 
extent the reduction in line losses-has been applied to meet the applicable 
benchmarks with a calculation and description 0f-the--net-4mpact of such 
improvements on losses-.

(b) —An evaluation, measurement, and verification report that documents the
energy savings and peak demand reduction values and the-cost effcctivonoss 
of each energy efficiency and-demand side management program reported in 
the electric utility's portfeli-e- status report. Such report shall include 
documentation of any process evaluations and expenditures, measured and 
verified savings, and cost effectiveness of each program. Measurement-and 
verification processes shall confirm that the measures were actually installed, 
the installation moots reasonable quality standards;-and the measures are 
operating correctly and are expegted-4o-generate the predicted savings. Upon 
commission order, the staff may publish guidelines for program measurement 
and verification.
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(e)—A rccemmondation for whether each program should be contimed, -modifiGd7 

or oliminatod. The cloctric utility may propose alternative pregrams to replace 
eliminated pregrams,4aking into account the overall balance of programming 
in its program portfohe-plan. The cloctric utility shall dcGcribc any alternate 
program or program ■ modification hy providing at least—the information 
required for proposed programs in its program portfolio plan-pursuant to this 
chapter. An electric utilit}’’ may seek written staff approval to reallocate funds 
between programs serving the same customer class at any time, provided that 
the reallocation suppor-ts the goals of its-approved program pertfolioplan and 
is limited to no more than twenty five per cent of the funds available for 
programs serving that customer class. In addition, an electric utility may 
change its program mix er budget allocations at any time, as long as it provides 
notico^e all parties in the proceeding in which the program portfolio plan was 
approved;

(D) Independent program evaluator report. Subsequent to the filing of the electric utility's 
portfolio status report, the independent program evaluator will prepare and file a 
report- of the independent—program evaluator's-activities and conclusions m 
monitoring, verifying,-and evaluating the ener-gy-savings-and peak demand reductions 
resulting from-the electric ut-di^y programs and mercantile customer activities. The 
report-shall also include the verification and evaluation, through the use of due 
diligence techniques including project inspections, of the electric utility's evaluation; 
measurement,-and verification report.

{E)—An electric utility may satisfy- its peak demand reduction benchmarks through a 
combination of energy efficiency and peak demand response programs implemented 
by electric utilities and/or programs implemented on mercantile customer sites-wher-e 
the mercantile-program is committed to the electric ut-ility.

(4)—For energy efficiency programs, an electric utility may count the programs' effects 
resulting in coincident peak-demand savings.

(3)—For demand response programs, an electric utility may count demand reductions 
towards satisfying some or all of- the peak demand reduction benchmarks by 
demonstrating that either the electric utility has r-educed its actual peak demand, 
or has the capability to reduce its peak demand and such capability is created-under 
either of the following circumstances:
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(a)—A peak demand reduction-program meets the roquiromonts to be countcd as a 

capacity resource under the tariff of a regional transmission organization 
approved by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission.

(fe)—A peak demand rcduction-^r-egram -equivalent to a regional transmission 
organization program, which has been approved by this commission.

(F) —A mercantile customer's energy savings-and peak'demand reductions shall be
measured by including the effects of all demand-response programs of the mercantile 
customer and all mercantile customer sited energy- efficiency and peak demand 
reduction programs. A mercantile c-ast-emer's energy savings and peak demand 
reductions shaU-he-pr-esumed-to-be the effect of a demand response, energy efficiency, 
or peak demand reduction program to the extent they involve the early retirement of 
fully functioning equipment, or the installation of now equipment that achieves 
reductions in onerg}^ use and peak demand that exceed the reductions that would have 
occurred had the customer used st-andar-d new equipment or practices where 
practicable. Eleetrle-utilitios may-^ake an alternative demonstration that morc-antile 
customer energy-sav-mgs or peak demand reductions are effects of such a programT

(G) --A mercantile customer may file, either individually or jointly-with an electric utility, an
application to commit the customer's demand reduction, demand response, or energy 
efficiency programs for integration with the electric utility's demand reduction, 
demand response,-and-energy efficiency programs, pursuant to division (A)(2)(d)-of 
section 4928.66-ef-t-he4^vised-Qode. Such application shall:

(4)—Address coordination requirements between the electric utility and the mercantile 
customer with regard to voluntary reductions in load by the mercantile customer, 
which are not part of an electric utili^-program, including specific communication 
proccdurcsr

(2)—Grant permission "to-the-electric utility and staff to measure-and verify energy 
savings and/or peak demand reductions resulting from customer sited projects 
and resources.

{3)—Identify all consequences of noncompliance by the customer with the terms of the 
eemmitmentr
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{4)—tacludo a copy of-the forma-I-deelaration or agreement that commits thc-mercantilo 

eastomcr's programs for integration, including any roquircmont that the electric 
^ility will treat the customer's information as confidential and will net-discloso 
sach information except under an appropriate protective agroomont or a-protectivo 
order issued by the commission pursuant to rule 1901 1 21 of the Administrative 
Coder

(5)—Inelude a description of all methodologies, protocols, and practices used or 
proposed to be used in measuring and verifying program results, and identify and 
ex-piain all deviations from any program measurement and verification guidelines 
that may be published by4he commission.

(H) An electric utility shall not count in meeting any statutory benchmark the adoption of 
measures that are required to comply with energy performance standards set by law 
or regulation,-including but not limited to, those embodied in the Energy Independence 
and Security Act of 2007, or an applicable building code.

(I) —Benchmarks not reasonably a<diievabIo. If an electric utility determines that it is unable
to meet a benchmark due to regulatory, economic, or technological reasons beyond its 
reasonable control, the electric utility may file an application to amend its benchmarks. 
To the--extent that forecasted peak demand and peak -prices do not materialize for 
economic reasons, the electric utility may bo granted a waiver of its benchmark-for the 
difference betw^ecn actual perfer-mance and expected performance of demand^esponse 

programs.

0)—Benchmarks not reasonably achievable. If an electric utility determines that it is unable 
to meet-a benchmark due to regulatory, economic, or technological reasons bc)^nd its 
reasonable control, the electric utility may-file an application to amend its benchmarks. 
To the extent that forecasted peak demand and peak prices do not materialize for 
economic reasons, the electric utility may be granted a waiver of its benchmark for the 
difference between the actual and expected performance of demand response 
programs. In any such application, the electric utility shall demonstrate that it has 
exhausted all reasonable compliance options.

“New”
4901:1-39-05 Annual performance verification.
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(A) Portfolio performance report. By May fifteenth of each year, each electric utility shall 

file a portfolio performance report addressing the performance of its energy efficiency 
and peak-demand reduction programs in its program portfolio plan over the previous 
calendar year which includes, at a minimum, the following information:

(11 Compliance demonstration. Each electric utility shall include a section in its 
portfolio performance report detailing its achieved annualized energy savings, 
achieved demand reductions, and the demand reductions that its programs were 
reasonably designed to achieve, relative to its corresponding energy and peak 
demand reduction baselines. At a minimum, this section of the portfolio status 
report shall include each of the follo^ving:

(a) A benchmark report. The benchmark report shall provide the energy and peak 
demand baselines for kilowatt-hour sales and kilowatt demand for the 
reporting year, including a description of the method of calculating the 
baselines, and the applicable statutory benchmarks for energy savings and 
electric utility peak-demand reduction, with supporting data.

(b) A comparison of actual annualized energy savings and peak-demand
reductions achieved by electric utility programs with the applicable 
benchmarks. An electric utility shall not provide a financial or rider exemption 
incentive for, but may count in meeting any statutory benchmarks the adoption 
of measures that are required to comply with energy performance standards set 
by law or regulation, including but not limited to, those embodied in [cdera 1
sianda}'ds j.-^'}ei'gy---Jj'^depend-eRee-aHc-i- See’jjatv—Aei-Gf-^OQ-7, or an applicable 
building code. The prohibition against a financial or rider exemption incentive 
does not preclude the electric utility from compensating a customer for the 
administrative costs and inconvenience of undertaking the commitment 
process, in the form of a commitment payment.

(c) An electric utility may file an application to adjust its sales and/or demand 
basolino. In making such an adjustment, the baseline shall be normalized for 
weather and for-ehai=tgoo in numbors-ef eustemor-s> sak?s,-and-poak d&mand-te 
the ex-tont such changes are outside the coHtrel-of-fee eloctHc i^hlitw- Theeleetrie 
utility shall include in its application- all assumptions, rationales, and 
c-alcu^ations, and shall propose methodologies and practices to be-usod in any 
proposed adfustmen-ts or normalizations. To the extent approved by the
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eemmission/ ner-mali-z-at-iens-f-er-weatlier, changes in numbers of customers, 
sates, and peak demand shall bo consistently applied-from year to yoarr44te 
etectric utility shall modify its baseline, on a going forward-basis-te-exelude 
lead and usage characteristics of all opt out customers and the customers in its 
eert^Lfied distribution territory with a reasonable arrangement authorized by the 
commission pursuant to section 49Q5;31-0f the Revised Coder

(edr) Banking surplus energy savings. To the extent that an electric utility's actual 
energy savings exceeds its energy efficiency benchmark for any year, the 
electric utility may apply such surplus energy savings to either-its energy 
efficiency benchmarks for a subsequent year. Banked surplus may be used by 
the utility to trigger the shared savings incentive. However, the shared savings 
incentive is only eligible for energy and demand savings achieved in the current 
program year. , but banked surplus energy-savings shall not be used to trigger 
shared savings-in6eril-i-yeTej^yA\3idr^^a-eet4-R-a-4t-5-adA^nGed--tHTei^^- i^qin.i^me]At7

w-hetiaeiMhe-su^a3h-^s-wih-he-d-HH3<?l-ed-l-e-a-suhsea^fcSn(^''e3i-%-cner<av-effieieMe-v
beRehmad<-or-4t-s-ad-yanee4-ene-]-‘HM^n-im-nent.

(de) Benchmarks not reasonably achievable. If an electric utility determines that it is 
unable to meet a benchmark due to regulatory, economic, or technological 
reasons beyond its reasonable control, the electric utility may file an application 
to amend its benchmarks.-l-e-the-ex-teHHhatl:e3^ca:isted-iac^b -demed^l- and -poab 
pi-ic-cvs-d-o R^.e4rRnate3aali^-e--f-e]'-erTenGnii;:;-reasensv the-ejeei-3-ie-u-i4.-li4:y-R.n.a^'- 
v:j'an(ed—a- -AARRA'^e3---ef---jts--be3aehmark--fo3:----the—c,-]iife3'CPLce- -bet-\AHe(-:!j^---aek-ial 

and-e-x-Reeted-pe3.-fe3'^R;rvnee-Gi--d:eBaxar.d-a;es-'3f)Rse -or-eB-a-msv

ll). Any ^xdu^;ioR--fem -ihe-basejine •aalcrulatiei^s -ior-a^7enomie-d-ev-ajop3Reni. 
cufttnmer and-ej^l-ORt c-i:iBk3mer- ac-eminte shaS-I a-ise ex^-lude -any energy-and 
demand- -sa\Hng6 -ir-Gin-t-he -eeGnornie-develepn'ieni--Guntemei---and -epi-out

eaeh--year- in -vv-h-iela- -the -eseep.<-'-:-;ri-iG- dev-elepmenl 
<-H-:?st037ae)K-)3Kspl--Qat-ensk-)jner-ai-eeian.t-is-e?<:e-]uded-b:-Gin-t-lie ba.seliner

(eg) ”1 he electric uiilily shall .specify Ihc ]lietiuKioi_ogy_jlJie'W __i_o jne^^sure aiid 
V9J;lfY.ibiy-.nergY..^2lGAyicy_and pe_^^iemaj‘)d_reduction sayjngs.. An electric 

inetiiodologies for lYieasining and verifying its energy of.ticien.cy mui
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ucmajia 3'educuoji savings wiu. PP.ipvv

in.oasur_(prte3il ancl .ill Ib.^. i'.fchnkci]
A pfe'iii'lQP rnany a], piiblysbejj .bv the, a nm],‘liMf;. .If O.-il .hlhhy.'ih ^b>b.db]h,bht 
hlblb' ..Uibiyyps ciiffeiepl .mehiodojogies tp }yie_aM.tie a,iu] .verify .ej\er|>,y 
(fl'icicaicv and peak deinaiid reoiiclion savings it has ac.i'iieved, the eleciric 
bi^hihuh'un uiflily shall jiorncr^^^^ eDt! Yi'hifb;a,hpri
methodologies it relies upon are reasonable.

(f) The electric utility shall include a summary of program savings and expenditures 
in a template prescribed by staff.

(2) Program performance assessment. Each electric utility shall include a section in its 
portfolio performance report demonstrating whether it has successfully 
implemented the energy efficiency and demand-reduction programs in its program 
portfolio plan. At a minimum, this section of the annual portfolio performance 
report shall include each of the following:

fa^ A description of each energy efficiency or peak-demand reduction program 
implemented in the previous calendar year including:

(i) The key activities undertaken in each program, the number and type of 
participants, a comparison of the forecasted savings to the verified savings 
achieved by such program, the magnitude of anticipated savings, and a 
trend analysis of how anticipated savings will be realized over the life of 
the program.

(ii) All energy savings and peak-demand reductions counted toward the 
applicable benchmark as a result of energy efficiency improvements, 
demand response, or demand reduction improvements implemented by 
mercantile customers and committed to the electric utility.

(hi) A description of all transmission and distribution infrastructure 
improvements made by the electric utility that reduce line losses to the 
extent the reduction in line losses has been applied to meet the applicable 
benchmarks with a calculation and description of the net impact of such 
improvements on losses.
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(iv) A description of all other applicable energy efficiency and peak demand 

reduction activities that the electric utility proposes to count toward its 
applicable benchmarks.

(b) An evaluation, measurement, and verification report that documents the 
energy savings and peak-demand reduction values and the cost-effectiveness 
of each energy efficiency and demand-side management program reported in 
the electric utility's portfolio status report. Such report shall include 
documentation of any process evaluations and expenditures, measured and 
verified savings, and cost-effectiveness of each program. Measurement and 
verification processes shall confirm that the measures were actually installed, 
the installation meets reasonable quality standards, and the measures are 
operating correctly and are expected to generate the predicted savings.

(B) Independent program evaluator report. The independent program evaluator may 
conduct its report-related review activities on an ongoing basis, including during the 
implementation of the electric utility's program portfolio plan, subsequent to 
completion of the plan year, and subsequent to the filing of the electric utility's portfolio 
performance report. The electric utility shall cooperate with the independent program 
evaluator as it conducts its review activities. Subsequent to the filing of the electric 
utility's portfolio performance report, the independent program evaluator will prepare 
and file a report which shall include, but is not limited to, the following:

(1) A description of the independent program evaluator's activities, analyses, and 
conclusions in monitoring, verifying, and evaluating the energy savings and peak- 
demand reductions resulting from the electric utility programs and mercantile 
customer activities.

(2) The independent program evaluator's verification and evaluation, through the use 
of due-diligence techniques including project inspections, of the electric utility's 
evaluation, measurement, and verification report.

(3) An evaluation of the electric utility's energy efficiency portfolio plan's programs, 
measures, cost-effectiveness, and the appropriateness of all costs included in the 
electric utility's energy efficiency cost recovery riders.
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iadei.^eRdeiiCevaIu-atGi~s-j:-eec-)min.ended-^H.^-isj:eaB-i0-tve-PA5(ie-t-<3 4he tee3-mk-ri-l 

-r-efe;'Oiiee-ffiT^rii3a-]>--as-aH ni3|3endi-x-4'e-ihe-}-eBei4r

file i-ecomiTiemded rcyisjon-l i4dllj4;a] reiere-nce 
Uj ii4’'L]AirtLi]p-il p^n~biu»U to scclion (B) oi' this rujo,

(C^iDY - - Any person may file comments reearding an electric utility's annual portfolio
performance report and the independent program evaluator's report filed pursuant to 
this chapter within thirty days after the filing of the independent program evaluator's 
report. Reply comments shall be due fifteen days later.

(OE)Wi^in thirty -days -of the- filing of the independent program evaluator's 
reeommondations, any stakeholder may request a hearing on any aspect of the elec-trie 
ta4ihty4r^orformanco in complying with its-annual statutory roquiroment for energy 
effkioncy and peak demand reduction. Based upon its-^-eview of any-such hearing 
r-equestST-and-the recommendations of the independent program evaluator relative to 
the electric utility's performance, and the comments received on the reports pursuant 
to paragraph (CD) of this rule, the commission sha-llmav schedule a hearing in order to 
ly:View- OH the electric utility's performance in meeting its annual statutory 
requirements for energy efficiency and peak demand reduction, or issue its opinion 
and order.

(EFl Based upon the recommendations of the independent program evaluator relative to 
revisions to the technical reference manual, and the comments received on the 
independent program evaluator's recommendations pursuant to paragraph (CD) of 
this chapter, the commission's staff shall direct the independent program evaluator to 
file an updated technical reference manual. Unicss. il4iica]e_d by _l|y;

_lhc .!yi.}_dyiU:'.ci ,loch_nica[ vc'.fei’ence ..rriai414l .daon;vyd_ to bo
abjyovod on dio.ibirtielh day after jLs fiiiiuy.

“Rescind”
1901-d-39“Q6—Review of-annuaf reports and4ssuancc of the commission verification 

report.
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(A-)- Any person may file commonts-rogarding-an electric-^atility's initial benchmark report 

or annual portfolio sfatus-repert filed pursuant to this chapter within thirty days of the 
filing of-^ch'^por-t:

(B) —Upon receipt of sueh report, the staff shall review the report and any timely filed
comments,—and—fife—its—findings—and—recommendations—regarding—program 
implementation and compliance with the applicable benchmarks, and any proposed 
modifications thereto^ verifying-the clectrieiJtil-ify's compliance or noncomplianco with 
its—approved—program—portfolio—pian—and——mandated—energy—efficiency 
improvements and peak-demand reductions. If staff finds that an electric utility has not 
demonstrated compliance with the approved program-portfolio plan or-annual sales or- 
pcak demand-rednetions required by division (A) of section 1928.66 of the Revised 
Code, staff may recommend remedial action and/or the assessment of a forfeiture. 
Additionally, the staff may recommend modifications to a program within the electric 
utility's program portfolio planr

(C) The commission may schedule a hearing on the electric ut-ility's port-felio benchmark 
report or status report. If staff-rocommeRdo a forfeiture, the-commission shall schedule 
a hearing on-t-he staff's recommendatioi^

(U) The commission shall adopt,-or modify and adopt, the staff's recommendations and 
findings as its annual verification report of the electric utility's achieved energy 
efficiency and peak demand reductions pursuant to division (B) of sectiond928T66 of 
the Revised Code. Such verification report shall be provided to the consumers' counsel 
of-Ohio.

4901:1-39-06 Recovery mechanism.

(A) Concurrent with the filing of its program portfolio plan, the electric utility shall 
pi-GBesefilc a proposed rate adjustment mechanism for recovery of costs incurred in 
implementing its energy efficiency, peak-demand reduction, and demand response 
programs. l-nclusi-en-ef-an.v-lGstdish4bu-t-ioR-Fe\H^^m:i-e-ari<.-l-sha-}-ed-sav-ings-indne-pr-0-Besed

dcciric uUliiv proposeslo includei,or_recovcry ^iidjtloiLiQ direct ]:)rograni
the decb'ic ultlily slrall deinorisliale how U iiroixisc2S_ such
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Hxich recovei'v is appi'opriate and iioceBsa3:v. A-^iv-c-esl 

•r-eeo\’-c-:3.-v that-Oi~<::w^--vmdei- ihe-eleei-r-i€-ii4-iikA''i3-r-akr-adief;t-jne3"t-ffieej.^ai^-sn^. -sliah -he 
su-biec4--LxV-r-(^ef3Bcili8ii-03-i •eeiB.mi-ssioA-s-opinioR -a]-.d-oi'der-issH-ed.-ip..-l'he
Toe:l:o'i8n.ari.ee--v-erj£5-c-a(-3CRi^K-30efls-.

(B) Unless oinerwisc OJ'dered l.)v die ('Oiiii]iissio]i,_aii_v person may dlc^ eoiiiiiieirih wilbin 
ihlrtv clay_s adc_r tbeydibyg. o.ban eleciric udlity'-s proposed recovery moebanism. Any 
jX'rson ijling .cpninicnis sbg[! specify the basis fgiyalj recoiTiinendations niadcy oj‘ 
Olddifidatigrys dial are siiggeslcd ip bG.rnaffe_tfll]ig gll-liric .yllhtv's prp.p_g_sed recovery 
dJligbid3i5lIb Basec] yyn cgnpniegiis ixiceiyed,Jlic coininjssioji niay srhed u]eg jxynmo on 
die ^iioiiosed recovery mediajiism. If die conimission tabes no acdon vvilbin 30 days of 
flAIliliidg. bPldd-Ydli:!- recovery mecbani.sni .s3)a]] be an 1 ()i')iaiica]]t]e:enied ip,„be 
rdriyQdabJc. Any revenue received under die eleciric udiily's rate adjuslment 
mechanism shall be.subject Ip potential disallowance and rc^concibalion based on. [he 
coininissionA decision issued in the annual performance verification process in 49p1,;'A 
b?:Pp, Ohio Adminisvradve Code.

“Rescind”
1901:1-39-07------- Recovery mechanism.

(A)-With the filing of its proposed program portfolio plan, the olectr-ic utility may submit a 
request-for-rccovery of an approved rate adjustment mechanism, commencing after 
approval of the Glcctric utility's program portfolio plan, of costs due to electric utility 
peak-demand—reduction,—demand—response,—energy—efficiency—program costs, 
appropriate lost distribution revenues, and shar-ed savings. Any such-recover-y shall-be 
subjectd:o annual reconciliation after issuance of the commission verification report 
issued pursuant to this chapter.

(1) The-extent- to which the cost of transmission and distributien infr-astructure 
investments that arc found to reduce lino losses maybe claesified-as or allocated to 
energy efficiency or peak demand reduction programs, pursuant to- division 
(A)(2)(d) of section 1928t66 of the Revised Code, shall be limited to the portion of 
those investments that arc attributable to-and undertaken primarily for energy 
efficiency or demand reduction purposes.
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^)Aloreantile-cust-emers7 whe-commit thoir peak demand reduction, domand-rosponso, 

or energy efficiency projects for integration with the electric u-tility-s programs as 
sot forth-in ralo 4901:1-39 08 of the Administrat-ivG Code, may4ndi-v4dually or 
jointly with the electric utility, apply for exemption from such rocovory.

(B-) Any per-son may 4ile objoctiens within thirty days of the filing of an Gloctric utility's 
a-pplication for r-ecovery. If the application appears unfust or- uRK?asonQblo, the 
eommission may set the matter for hearing.
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“New”
4901;l-39-07 Historical mercantile customer programs, combined heat and power, or 

waste energy recovery systems.

(A) An application to commit a mercantile customer's energy efficiency program, or a 
customer's combined heat and power system or waste energy recovery system, to its 
electric utility's programs, pursuant to division (A)(2) of section 4928,66 of the Revised 
Code, may include a request for an incentive payment based on payment levels 
established in the electric utility's portfolio plan, or a commitment payment for 
behavioral programs, combined heat and power systems, waste energy recovery 
systems, or other payment for efficiency savings that do not qualify for an incentive 
payment, or an exemption from the cost recovery mechanism set forth in rule 4901:1- 
39-06 of the Administrative Code. Such application shall be filed pursuant to the 
requirements set forth in section fO of this rule. Alternatively, an application for an 
incentive payment, commitment payment, or cost recovery mechanism exemption may 
be combined with any other reasonable arrangement, approved pursuant to Chapter 
4901:1-38 of the Administrative Code, if such reasonable arrangement contains 
appropriate measurements and verification of program results.

In meeting its energy efficiency and peak-demand reduction benchmarks, an electric 
utility shall include mercantile customer energy efficiency,-Hmd peak demand 
reduction, combined heal and power, and. waste eriergv recovery programs 
implemented on mercantile customer sites where the mercantile program is committed 
to the electric utility.

(11 For energy efficiency programs, an electric utility may count the programs' effects 
resulting in energy savings and coincident peak-demand savings towards its 
energy efficiency requirements and peak demand reduction requirements.

(2) For demand response programs, an electric utility may count demand reductions 
towards s-atisfy-jne-some-ei--5U-af-lheits peak-demand reduction benchmarks by 
demonstrating that either the electric utility has reduced its actual peak demand, 
or has the capability to reduce its peak demand and such capability is created under 
either of the following circumstances:
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(ai A peak-demand reduction program meets the requirements to be counted as a 

capacity resource under the tariff or capacity auction of a [lie regional 
transmission organization in wl.iich ihe elecijlc ulilily is a and wiiich
has been approyed by the federal energy regulatory commission.

fb) A peak-demand reduction program equivalent to a regional transmission 
organization program, which has been approved by thois commission,

(3) A mercantile customer's energy savings and peak-demand reductions shall be 
presumed to be the effect of a demand response, energy efficiency, or peak-demand 
reduction program to the extent they involve the replacement of functioning 
equipment. If the mercantile customer's program involves the replacement of non
functioning equipment or an initial installation of new equipment, the electric 
utility may count the savings based on the efficiency of the replaced equipment, if 
any, but may provide a financial or rate exemption incentive based only on the 
reductions in energy use and peak demand that exceed the reductions or levels that 
would have occurred had the customer used standard new equipment or practices 
where practicable. However, nothing in this section prohibits the electric utility 
from compensating a mercantile customer for the administrative costs and 
inconvenience of undertaking the commitment process, in the form of a 
commitment payment. Electric utilities may make an alternative demonstration, 
subject to commission approval, that mercantile customer energy savings or peak 
demand reductions are eligible to be counted toward the electric utility's statutory 
requirements.

(4) Inclusion of all such mercantile customer energy efficiency and peak demand 
reduction programs shall be subject to commission approval and subsequent 
verification through the annual performance verification process, pursuant to rule 
4901:1-39-05 of the Administrative Code.

(Q A mercantile customer may file, either individually or jointly with an electric utility, an 
application to commit the customer's demand reduction, demand response, or energy 
efficiency programs or tlie oiitiral the cusiomer's combined Jient 
or waste enci:ev recovery system that have been implemented in the previous three 
years for integration with the electric utility's demand reduction, demand response, 
and energy efficiency programs, pursuant to division (A1(2') of section 4928.66 of the 
Revised Code. Such application, if filed individually, shall be filed no later than
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3]_ cjj the one calendar year aMej foilovv'jnf* the end of the three-year period. 

However, such applications that are filed jointly shall be filed no later than March 31 
of the year following the individual application deadline, but only if the mercantile 
customer commitment agreement with the electric utility was executed by the 
individual filing deadline.

(11 Any such application filed in accordance with the automatic approval template 
published by the commission shall be deemed automatically approved unless 
suspended by order of the commission or an attorney examiner within 60 days of 
the filing of the application.

(2) Commitment of a mercantile customer's behavioral energy efficiency program that 
is made pursuant to a commitment payment shall be counted by the electric utility 
for one year. Subsequent annual applications may be made if the behavioral 
program continues. After five consecutive years of approved commitment payment 
applications, the energy efficiency savings shall be counted as permanent by the 
electric utility, and no addilionaJ paynieiits wi.U be made to [he custojiicr. If the 
energy savings levels vary from year to year during the five year period, the lowest 
of the energy savings levels shall be counted as permanent by the electric utility; 
and no additional payments will be made to the customer.

(3) No exemption from an energy efficiency cost recovery rider granted pursuant to an
automatic approval shall extend more than one year unless the ai3i3]kan(]i\e] caiuile 
cusiomer, or .udlny on behalf of the inercpmtije ciisiomer, provides an
annual update to staff on such form as published by the commission. The length of 
rider exemption shall be determined by the use of the benchmark comparison 
method.

(4) An application to commit a mercantile customer's demand reduction, demand 
response, or energy efficiency program to the electric utility that is not filed in 
accordance with the commission's automatic approval template, shall not be 
deemed automatically approved. Such an application shall address the following 

areas:

(a) cCoordination requirements between the electric utility and the mercantile 
customer with regard to voluntary reductions in load by the mercantile
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customer, which are not part of an electric utility program, including specific 
communication procedures.

fb) Grant permission to the electric utility and staff to measure and verify energy 
savings and/or peak-demand reductions resulting from customer-sited 
projects and resources.

fc) Identify all consequences of noncompliance by the customer with the terms of 
the commitment.

(d) Include a copy of the formal declaration or aereement that commits the 
mercantile customer's programs for integration, including any requirement 
that the electric utility will treat the customer's information as confidential and 
will not disclose such information except under an appropriate protective 
agreement or a protective order issued by the commission pursuant to rule 
4901-1-24 of the Administrative Code.

fe) Include a description of all methodologies, protocols, and practices used or 
proposed to be used in measuring and verifying program results, and identify 
and explain all deviations from any program measurement and verification 
guidelines that may be published by the commission.

“Rescind”
4901:1-39-08-------Mercantile customer oxomptienst

An appIication4e commit-a mercantile customer program-for-4ntegratien filed pursuant 
to paragraph (G) of rule 4901:1-39 05 of the-AdministFative Gede, may include a-^quest 
for- an exemption from the cost recovery mechanism sot forth in rule 1901:1-39 07 of the 
A-dministrative Code. To-bo eligible for sueh ex-emptlom-the-mereantile customer must 
consent to providing an annual report on the energy savings and clGctric utility peak' 
demand reductions achieved in the customer's facilities in the most recent year. The 
report shalHnclude the following:
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(A) A demonstration that-energy savings and peak demand reductions associated with the

morcantilo customer's program are the-r-esalt of invostmonts that meet the total 
rosourcG cost tost, or that the olGctric utility'saveided cost exceeds the cost to the cloctric 
utility for the mercantile customer's program.

(B) A statement-distinguishing programs implemented before and after January 1, 20097-er
in future reports filed-for years subsequent to 2009, before and after the most recent 
year.

(C) A quantification of the energy savings or peak demand reductions for programs 
initiated prior to 2QQ94n-the'baseline period, recognizing that programs may have 
diminishing effects over time as technology evolves or equipment degrades.

(D) A-reeegnit-ien that the energy saving and demand reduction effects-durlng the electric
utility's baseline period of any mercantile-customer sited energy efficiency or peak 
demand reduction programs that are integrated into an eleetric utiliiy^programs arc 
excluded from the electric utility's baselines by increasing its baseline' for energy 
savings and baseline for peak demand reductions by the amount of mercantile 
customer energy savings and demand reductions.

(E) -A44-sting-and-doscription of the customer programs implemented, including measures
taken, devices or-equipment-installed, processes modified, or other actions taken to 
increase energy efficiency and reduce peak demandrlneluding specific details such as 
the number, type, and efficiency levels both of the installed equipment-and the old 
equipment that is being replaced, if applicable.

(F) An acceunting of expenditures made by the mercantile-eH-stemer for each program and
its component energy savings and electric utility peak demand reduction at-tributesr

(G) The timeline showing when each program went into effeetjand when the energy savings
and peak demand reductions occurredT

(H) Any request for an exemption ■ may bo combined with any other reasonable 
arrangement, approved pursuant-to Ghapter-4901:1 38 of the Administrative Code, if 
su€l=)H:easenable arrangement contains appropriate measurements and verification of 
program resuItST
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“Amend”
4901:1-40-01 Definitions.

(A) "Advanced energy fund" has the meaning set forth in section 4928.61 of the Revised 
Code.

{-B)~-Advai=^eed-enei^g^aH2SGuree-has-il^e-an-eaning-set-ferth-m-divisMn-fA^{34)"i^^=eiioH
-of--ihe Kevised-Cod-t':

(C-) --Ad ieH=}ai?-v-e-energy -i=eseni=ee--J^aS“4ire-jneaidng 6'eiAei-}:h-in'diviskm-(AX-l^"Of-see(ien 
492-8 :(54--(3i4l^e44evisedA2©de.

(iAB)"Bioiogically derived methane gas" means landfill methane gas; or gas from the 
anaerobic digestion of organic materials, including animal waste, municipal 
wastewater, institutional and industrial organic waste, food waste, yard waste, and 
agricultural crops and residues.

(EC) "Biomass energy" means energy produced from organic material derived from plants 
or animals and available on a renewable basis, including but not limited to: agricultural 
crops, tree crops, crop by-products and residues; wood and paper manufacturing 
waste, including nontreated by-products of the wood manufacturing or pulping 
process, such as bark, wood chips, sawdust, and lignin in spent pulping liquors; 
forestry waste and residues; other vegetation waste, including landscape or right-of- 
way trimmings; algae; food waste; animal wastes and by-products (including fats, oils, 
greases and manure); biodegradable solid waste; and biologically derived methane gas.

(P) -^deaiv-eeal- - any- i^chnoi-ogy 4-hat -reMiovGS- e-j-- has-ihe-design
€apahiliAMGireB^.©^^-eHteEa'peE-Htant6-and-€ai4)eR-d.iox4de4rem-anekH4i--je-genei-aEng 
facility-4l\at-uses eeal-as a4ueI-0r-feed-stet4©as-idei\tified-in-lh.ec-O34n4-p)an-r-equire^\en(-s 
in pa-F8gj*-apln-{C)*0f-!H3le 4-901A -4-14)3 ©f--ihe Adm-inish-ahv-e-GedeT

(GD) "Co-firing" means simultaneously using multiple fuels in the generation of 
electricity. In the event of co-firing, the proportion of energy input comprised of a 
renewable energy resource shall dictate the proportion of electricity output from the 
facility that can be considered a renewable energy resource.
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9 m 'Commission" means the public utilities commission of Ohio.

(IF) "Deliverable into this state" means that the electricity or qualifying, biologicaily durivcR 
methane gas originates from a facility within a state contiguous to Ohio. It may also 
include electricity originating from other locations, pending a demonstration that the 
electricity G<3isld-be[s physically delivered deliverable to the state.

GG) "Demand response" has the meaning set forth in rule 4901:l-39-01 of the 
Administrative Code.

(-K-)---4i4ema-{-id-side - has the-meanh=ig--f3el4ori-h in-paragra-ph-{F) 4901f9-
b-Ol-ef-Ihe-A dmmistra-t-ive-GodeT

(!;di) "Distributed generation" means electricity production that is on-site and is 
connected to the electricity grid.

_(M1) "Double-counting" means utilizing renewable energy__or, renewable energy 
credits, or energy efficiency savings to do any of the following:

(1) Satisfy multiple Ohio state renewable energy requirements or such requirements 
for more than one state.

(2) Comply with both the—energy—efficiengy—and—advanced—energy—statutory 
benchmarks.

(23) Support multiple voluntary product offerings.

(34) Substantiate multiple marketing or public relations claims.

(43) Some combination of these.

(Nj) "Electric generating facility" means a power plant or other facility where electricity is 
produced.

(G[<) —"Electric services company" has the meaning set forth in division (A)(9) of section 
4928.01 of the Revised Code.
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(HI_J "Electric utility" has the meaning set forth in division (A)(ll) of section 4928.01 of the 
Revised Code.

(Q) -4^nei=^^y-eff-i«-ene3-'--haiA4ien=)'K3a-ning-se-i-f0i4b in-r-ule49G1el-39-0R-eHhe A-c-i+nmi-slr^a-liw. 
Code.

'^Energy storage" means a facility or technology that permits the storage of 
energy for future use as electricity.

(SN)"Fuel cell" means a device that uses an electrochemical energy conversion process to 
produce electricity.

(O) "Geothermal energy" means hot water or steam extracted from geothermal reservoirs 
in the earth's crust and used for electricity generation.

(I-IP) "Hydroelectric energy" means electricity generated by a hydroelectric facility as 
defined in division (A)(37;3) of section 4928.01 of the Revised Code.

(V-Q) "Hydroelectric facility" has the meaning set forth in division (A)(370) of section 
4928.01 of the Revised Code.

(A^R) "Mercantile customer" has the meaning set forth in division (A)(19) of section 
4928.01 of the Revised Code.

(XS) "MISO" means "Midwest Midcontinent Independent Transmission System Operator, 
Inc." or any successor regional transmission organization.

(.11. "Ohio ru]'i.- of-liie-river hvci]:oelectric fad]itv" means a lun-oi-the-river hydroeleclTk: 
facility placed in service 03i i)r after laiiuarv that is iocated. wilhin tills stale,
relies upon the Ohio river, and operates, or ls.rate^J.o_op_<^rate, at an aggregate capacity 
of fp_rjw_pr mo3'e megawatts.

(YIJ) "Person" shall have the meaning set forth in division (A)(2^) oh section 
4928t011.M of the Revised Code.

(Z-)V"PJM" means "PJM Interconnection, LLC" or any successor regional transmission 
organization.
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(A A W) "Placed-in-service" means when a facility or technology becomes operational.

(BiW) "Renewable energy credit" or means the environmental attributes associated
with one megawatt-hour of electricity generated by a non-solar renewable energy 
resource or its non-cleciric (.iquivalentv e\T-ep{-R-eoGi-ated-bv-raelilA^s as
dese-ibed -in pa-ragra-ph -(B) of-^-Ie 4-991t1~40-4)4-ef-y=Kj-A-di=i-Hinistt-attve-Gede.

(GGY) "Renewable energy resource" has the meaning set forth in division (A)(37e) of section 
4928.01 of the Revised Code.

(ffiQ "Small hydroelectric facility" means a hydroelectric facility that operates, or is rated 
to operate, at an aggregate capacity of less than six megawatts.

(DPZAA) "Solar energy resources" means solar photovoltaic and/or solar thermal 
resources.

(EEAABB) "Solar photovoltaic" means energy from devices which generate electricity 
directly from sunlight through the movement of electrons.

(CCBB) "$oh]i- renewable energy crcdil" or "S- RBC" means {lie e.nvironmoni.al aitributes
associated with one megawatt-hour of electricity generated by a solar energy resource.

(FRCGDD) "Solar thermal" means the concentration of the sun’s energy, typically through 
the use of lenses or mirrors, to drive a generator or engine to produce electricity.

(GGPPEE) "Solid wastes" has the meaning set forth in section 3734.01 of the Revised Code.

(MHFFFF^ "Staff" means the commission staff or its authorized representative.

'^Standard service offer" means an electric utility offer to provide consumers, on a 
comparable and nondiscriminatory basis within its certified territory, all competitive 
retail electric services necessary to maintain essential electric service to consumers, 
including a firm supply of electric generation service.

.. ""Waste enerp-v 3-ecover\' system" has ihe jneaning set forth in division_(A)(38) of 
sceiion 4928.01 ol: I'he Revised Code.
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(jiJl) "'Wind energy" means electricity generated from wind turbines, windmills, or other 
technology that converts wind into electricity.

“Amend”
4901:1-40-02 Purpose and scope.

(A) This chapter addresses the implementation of the a-kernattve- -c^ner-fj,vrejiev\-able 
portfolio standard, including the incorporation of renewable energy credits, as detailed 
in sections 4928.64 and 4928.6^4928.645 of the Revised Code respectively. Parties 
affected by these a-lteiH^att-ve-eRemy-ronewablc portfolio standard rules include all Ohio 
electric utilities and all electric services companies serving retail electric customers in 
Ohio. With the exceptioi-} of the Blhig requirements set forth in 4901:1-40-05 of die 
Admiiiisirative Ciode, any -Any entities that do not serve Ohio retail electric customers 
during a given calejidai year shall not be required to comply with the terms of the 
aUeiawdvorcnewable portfolio standard ehning ihal calendar year.

(B) The commission may, upon an application or a motion filed by a party, waive any 
requirement of this chapter, other than a requirement mandated by statute, for good 
cause shown.

“Rescind”
_4^ij3--4-0-G3------ 14equ45'em-eHt-£T

(A) All eleetric utilities and affected electric Gcrviecs companios-shal-l-ensu-re-that7-by the 
end ef-the year 2024 and each year thereafter,-eloctr-ieity fr-om alternative energy 
reseurcos equals at least twenty five per cent of thoir retail oloctric -sales in-the state.

(4)—Up-to half of-4lio electrieity supplied from alternative energy resources may bo 
generated from advancod-Gnergy reseur-eesr
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{2)—At least half of the clGctricity supplied from alternative energy rosourcGG shall bo 
generated from ronowablo energy resources, melnd-mg solar energy resources, in 
accordance with the following annual benchmarl'^s-:-

Annual benchmarks for alter-nativo energy resources generated from renewable and 

solar energy resources

By-end of year: Renewable energy reseur-ees Solar energy reseurccs
2009 0.23% 0004-%

3040 030% 004%

2044 %0% 003%

2042 4-.3% 006%

3043 %0% 009%
2044 O KO//V 042%

2043 a Ko/ 043%

2044 %3% 043%

2042 03% 022%

2043 03% 026%

3049 %3% 030%

2020 03% 034%

2024 03% 033%
OQOO 403% 042%
2023 443% 046%
2024

and each year thereafter 423% 030%

(a)—At least half of the annual ronowablo energy resources, including solar energy 
resources, shall be^ot through oicctricity generated by facilities loeated-m-t-his 
state. Facilities located in the state shall -inelude a-hydroelectric generating
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facility that-is located on a river that is within or-bordoring this state? and wind 
turbines-l-eeatod in the state's territorial waters of lake Erie.

(fe)—To qualify towards a benchmark, any electricity from renewable-energy 
rcQOurcos, including oolar energy resourcos, that-originatos from ou-toido of tho 
state must bo shown to bo dolivorablc into this state.

(3)—All costs incurred by an electric utility in complying with the requirements of 
section 4928.61 of the Revised Code, shall be avoidable by any consumer that has 
exorcised choiec of elGctricity sii^pplicr, during such-4ime that a customer is served 
by an electric-services compa-nyr

(B)—The-baseline for c-ompliance with the alternative energy^esource requirements shall be 
determined using4he following- methodologies:

(1;)—For electric utilities, the baoclino shall be computed as an average of the -€=iree 
preceding-calendar years-of the total annuaTm^mber of kilowatt hours of electricity 
seM-under-its-standard service offer to anyand all retail electric customers whose 
electric load ■centers arc served by that electric utility and are loeated-within the 
electric utility-^ certified territory. The calculation of tho baseline shall bo based 
upon the average, annual, kilowatt hour sales reported in that electric utility's three 
most recent forecast reports or reporting forms.

(2)—For electric services companies, the baseline shall be computed as an average of the 
three preceding calendar years of the total annual number of kilowatt hours of 
eleet-riek-y sold to any and all retail electric consumers served by the-eempany in 
the state-based upon the kilowatt hour sales in tho electric servkes company's-mest 
recent quarterly market monitoring reports or reporting forms.

(a)—If an electric services company has not been continuously supplying Ohio retail 
electric customers during the preceding throe calendar ycars-t-he-basoline shall 
bo computed as an average of annual-sal-es-data for all -ealenda-r^^rs during 
the preceding tlrree years in which the electric services company v/as serving 
retail ou-stemors.
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(b)—Fer-an oloctric sorvicos company with no retail oloctric sales in t-ho stat-o during 
the preceding throe ■ calendar years, its initial basoline shall con-sist of- a 
reasonable projection of its retail cloctric sales in the state for -a full calendar 
year. Subsequent baselines shall consist of actual sales data, computed in a 
manner consistent with paragraph (B)(2)(a) of thismilo.

(3)—A-n electric utility or electric sorvicos company may file-an applica-t4en req^-es-ting-a 
reduced baseline -t-e refleet new- cconomie growth in-i4s-servicc territory or sorvicc 
area. Any ouch application shall include a justification indicating why timely

chodulo forc-omplianco based-on the unadjusted basolino is not feasible, a 
se-hi-evkig complianco ba-sed en its unadjusted baseline, qurantification of -new
ehange in tlie-rate-ef economie-growth, and a methodology for measuring economic 
activ-it-y,—md-uding—objective—measurement—parameters—and—quantification 
methodologies.

(€)-4^ginning4n they ear-2010,-each electric utility and electric services company-annually 
shall'file a plan for compliance w-ith future annual-advanecd—and rcnevv^ablc energy 
benchmarks, including-solar, ut-diz-ing at least a ton-year planning hor-tzon. This plan, 
to be filed-by April fifteenth of each year, shall include at least the foll-ewing-i-tom-sf

(4)—Baseline for the eurrenband future calendar years.

(3)—Supply portfolio projection, ineluding both generation fleet and power purchases.

(3)—A description of the methodolegy usod-by-thc company to evaluate its compliance 
eptianST

(4-)—A-dtseussi-on-of any perceived impodimei^ts to achieving complianco with required 
benchmarks,-as well as suggestions for addressing any-suchampediments.
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“New”

4901:1-40-03 Requirements.

(A) All electric utilities and affected electric services companies shall ensure that, by the 
end of the year 2027 and each year thereafter, electricity from qualifying renewable 
energy resources equals the benchmarks set forth in R.C. 4928.64fBi(2i. Non-electric 
sources as permitted by law and certified by the Commission may be used to satisfy 
the renewable energy resource requirements.

(1) The qualifying renewable energy resources implemented by the utility or company 
shall be met either through facilities located in this state or with resources that can 
be shown to be deliverable into this state.

(2) The qualifying electricity or non-electric source supplied from renewable energy 
resources, including solar energy resources, shall be provided in accordance with 
the annual benchmarks detailed in section 4928.64(B)('2) of the Revised Code.

(3) All costs incurred by an electric utility in complying with the requirements of 
section 4928.64 of the Revised Code shall be avoidable by any consumer that has 
exercised choice of electricity supplier during such time that a customer is served 
by an electric services company.

(B) The baseline for compliance with the qualified renewable energy resource 
requirements of section 4928.64 of the Revised Code shall be determined as follov^s:

01 For electric utilities, the baseline shall be computed using one of the following 
methodologies:

(a') The average of total kilowatt hours sold by the utility in the preceding three 
calendar years to any and all retail electric customers whose electric load 
centers are served by that electric utility and are located within the electric 
utility's certified territory.

(b) The total kilowatt hours sold to any and all retail electric consumers whose 
electric load centers are served by that utility and^are located within the utility's
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certified territory in the applicable compliance year. An electric utility that opts 
to use this methodology may in subsequent compliance years switch to the 
methodology described in (Bidifa), but in so doing, the electric utility shall be 
required to use the methodology described in (B)(l)(ai for at least three 
consecutiye compliance years.

(c) The annual sales used to compute the baseline under methodologies (BidVai or 
(Bidifb) shall be based upon the annual sales as reported in the electric utility's 
forecast reports or reporting forms.

(2i For electric seryices companies, the baseline shall be computed using one of the 
following methodologies:

(a) The ayerage of total kilowatt hours sold annually by the company in the 
preceding three calendar years to any and all retail electric consumers seryed 
by the company in the state. If an electric seryices company has not been 
continuously supplying Ohio retail electric customers during the preceding 
three calendar years, the baseline shall be computed as an ayerage of annual 
sales data for all calendar years during the preceding tliree years in which the 
electric seryices company was serying retail customers.

fb) The total number of kilowatt hours sold to any and all retail electric customers 
who are seryed by the company and are located within this state during the 
compliance year. An electric seryices company that opts to use this 
methodology may in subsequent compliance years switch to the methodology 
described in ('BV21(a'), but in so doing, the electric seryices company shall be 
required to use the methodology described in (B)(2)(a) for at least three 
consecutiye compliance years.

('cl The annual sales used to compute the baseline under methodologies in fBi(2')('a) 
and ('B)(2)(bl shall be based upon the annual sales as reported in the electric 
seryices company's Annual Reports for Fiscal Assessment or as otherwise 
directed by the commission.

(31 An electric utility or electric seryices company may request a reduced baseline to 
reflect new economic growth in its seryice territory or seryice area. A company
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requesting a reduced baseline shall file an application with the Commission seeking 
approval for such reduction.

4901:1'40-04-

“RESCIND”
-§ual4^^ res-eugeesr

(A) The 4eilowing- resourcop or technologies, if t-hoy ha-vo a placed-in sorvico date of 
January- 1, 1998, or after, arc qualified rcsourcos for meeting the ronowablo energy 
resource benchmarks:-

(4)—Solar photovoltaic or-selar thermal onorgyT 

(3)—Wi-nd energy.

(3) —HydroolGctric energy.

(4) —Geothermal energy.

(3)—SoM-d waste energy der-ived f^m fr-aetiena-Iization, biological decomposition, or 
other process -that: does^ot principally involve combu-st-ionT

(6)—Biomass-energ-yT

(3)—Energy from a fuel coll.

(8)—A storage4acility, if it complies Vv^'ith the following requirements:

(a)—4he electricity^ used to pump the rosou-reo into a storage reservoir-must qualify 
as a r-enewable energy resource, or the equivalent rencv/able ener-g^^ credits ar-e 
obtainedr

{-b)—Tl^^e-amouRt-ef-energy that may qualify from-a-stor-age facility is the amount of 
electricity dispatched from the storage facility.
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(9) —Distributed genoratlen system used by^a customer-to gonoratc doctricity from one
of the rosourcoG or teehnetegies listedAn par-agraphs-(A)(4) to-{-A)(8)-ef4his^"ute7

(10) A^ renewable - energy resource created on or after January 1, 1998, by the 
m-edifieation or retrofit of any facility placed in-service prior te-}anuary 1,1998r

(B)—The following resources or teclmologiesr if they have a^Iaced-in service -date ef 
January 1, 1998, or after, are-qualified resources for meeting the advanced-energy 
resource benchmarks:

(4)—An}’’ modification to an electric genefating-facility that increases its generation 
output without increasingThe facility-^car-ben dioxide emissions (tons per year) in 
eempar-is-en t-o its actual annual carbon dioxide emissions preceding the 
modif-ieation.Tn sueh an-mstance, it is the incremental increase in genorati-enroutput 
that may be quantified and applied toward an advanced energy requirement.

(3)—Any distributed generation system, designed primarily to meet the energy ncod-s 
of the customer's facility that utiliz-es co-genei-a-tion-ef electricity and thermal-

—Clean coal technology.

(4)—Advanc-ed nuclear energy technology, from:

(a) —Advanced nuclear energy technolegy consisting of-generation III technology as
defined by the n-uclea^regul-at-ei-y-eommi-ssien-or other later technology.

(b) —Significant improvements to odsting facilities. In such an instance, it is the
ineromen-tal increase in generation attributable to the improvement that may bo 
^^ntified and applied toward an advanced energy requirement. Extension-ef 
the life of existing nuclear generation capacity shall not-qualif-y-as advanced 
nuclear energy tochnelogy;

Energy from a fuel cell.

(6)—Advanced—sehd—waste—er—construction—and—domelition—debris—conversion 
t-echnek)gy t-hat results in measurable greenhouse-gas emissien-rodiitctionsv
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(7)—Deraand-s-ido managemeftt and energy officicney, above and-beyond that used to 
comply with any other regulatory standard or programs.

(C-)- The following now or existing mercantile customer sited rcsourcos may be qua-lifiod 
resources for-meetmg oloctric utilities' annual, renewable- or advanced energy roGource 
henehmarks7as-applieabie7 previd-ed-that it docs not eonstitete-deublo counting for any 
other regulatory roquiromont and that the mercantile customer—has-eommitt-od the 
reseurce-for mtegration-lnto^l^ie efectric utiM-t-y's demand response, energy efficiency, 
or—peak demand—reduction—programs—pursuant—te—rule—4901:1 39 08—©f—the 
Administrative Code.

(4)—Renewable-energy r-esour-ees frem mercantile aistomers include the following:

(a)—Electric generation equipmen-t-that uses a renewable energy resource and is 
owned-or centrohed by a mercantile customer.

(fe)—Any renewable energy roseurcc of the mcreantile customer that can bo utili-zed 
effectively as part of an alternative energy resource ^lan of on elect-rie utility 
and Vvould-ethorwiso qualify as-a-r-enev^ble energy resource if k-were-utilized 
dh-ectly- by an eleetric-utility.

(3)—A-dvanccd-encrgy resources from mercantile customers include the following:

(a-)—A resource that improves the relationship between real and reactive powerr

(fe)—A mLorcantile customer owned or controlled resource that makes efficient- use 
of waste heat or other tlrermal capabiMties.

(e)—gterage4eelinoIogy thahahaws-umereantho custemefanereRe^ahihty^eHmedj^ 
its demand or load and usage characteri-stic-Sr

(4)—Electric generation equipirtent owned or controlled by-a mercantile customer 
that uses an advanced energy resource.

elf-ectivoly as part of an advanced onorg^roseurcep>laFi of an oloctric utility and
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would otherwise qualify as an advanced-onorgy rosourcc if it were utilized 
direetly by an oloctric utility.

(D) -AH-elGctrie-utility or-oloctrie sorvices company may use ronowablo<;nergy-6rodits (REC) 
te satisfy all or part of a rcnowablG onorgy ■ r-e&eurce benchmarlc, including a solar 
energy reseurcG benchmark.

(4)—Te-bo oligiblG for uso towards satisfying a benchmark, a REC must originate
frem a-jaei-bty that--------- moots the definition of a- rcnGwablo energy rcsourcG,
including-selar energy^sourcos, and bo moasured by a utility' grade metor in 
compliance with paragraph (B) of rule 1901:1 10 05 of the AdministrativeCode, 
for facilities with generating capacit)^ of more than six kilowatts. Such faeilities 
eeuld include a mercantile customer-sked resource that is not eemmitted for 
integrati-en—into an- electric utility's demand response, energy efficionc}^, or 
peak demand reduction program pursuant to—rule—4901:1 39 08—ef the 
Administrative Code but4hat otherwise qualifies under the terms of paragraph 
(A)-ef this rule.

(2)—To use^EGs a& a means of-aelaieving partial er-eemplete-eemplianee, an electric 
utility or electric services company must be a registered member in good standing 
of at least one of the foUow-irtffi

(a)—The-PJ-kfe-gener-atlen attributes tracking system.

(fe)—The-MISOArenew-able energy tracking systemT

(e)—Anether credible tracking system approved for usq by the commlssi^T

(3) —A REC may be used for compliance any time in the -five calendar years following
#te-4at-e of-it-sunlti-al purchase or aequisitionr

(4) —Doubte-eeunting i-aproliibitedr

(§)—The RECs must be asseelated-with-elGctrici-ty- that was generated no earlier than 
|uly 31, 2008.

(E)—Fer-a generating facility of seventy five megawatts or greater that is situated-within
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this state ar\d has committod-by Pecombor 31, 2009, to modify or retrofit its generating 
uni-t--or^3-nits-to enable-the faeilit}^e generate principally from biomass-energy by June 
30,2013, the number of-RECs-produced by each megawatt hour of ciGctricity gonorated 
•prmeipaHy from btemass-ener-gy shall oquaH-he a-etual^ercentageof biemass foodstoek 
heat input used to gcnerato-such megawatt hour multiplied by-the qH-etient- obtained 
by-divid-ing t-ho then existing unit-dollar amount Hsed t-o determine a r-enowablo energy 
compliance payment as provided under division (C)(2)(b) of section 4928.64 of the 
Revised Code, by the then existing market value of one REC, but such megawatt hour 
shall not equal less than one-credit.

(E)—An entky seeking resource qualification shall file an application for certification of its 
resen-rces-or teclmologios, upon such forms as may be prescribed by the commission. 
Ha-e applica-den shall iiaeludc-a determination of deliverability to the state in accordance 
vdth paragraph (I) of rule 4901:1 10 01 of the Administrative-Code.

(4) —Any interested person may file a motion to intorvone and file comments and
ebjee%ions-to any-applicat-ion fded ui=Hj.er-t-his mle within-t^venty^ days of-the date of 
the filing of the application.

(2) —The-commission may approve> suspendT-er-deny an appheatien within six4y-days
ef-it-being filed. If the cemmigsieH-does net-act v/ith4n-sb<ty days, the appheaden-js 
deemed a^atomatically approved on the sixty-first day after the dat-edilodT

(3) —If the commioGion suspends the application, the applicant shall be notified of the
reaee-ns for suc-h-snspensieR ai^miay be-dk-eeted4e-f-ni-n4sh addi-ti-eiaal information. 
The-eemmissien may act to approve or deny a susponded-appUeatien v/ithmmhaety 
dayg-ef t-he-date that the application was-&aspendedT

(4-)—Upon commission approval, tl^te-appllea-nEshall receive notifiea-den-of approval and 
a-mHmbo-i-ed c-er-tificatc where applicable. The c-ommission shall provide this 
eer-tifi-eatemumber- to the appropriate attribute t-racldng systemT

(5) —Repi'esentativcs of certified facdldes mustmotif-y the-eommission within thir-t-y-days
ef any material changes in information-previously submitted to-tho commission 
during the certification process. Failure to do se-may result in revocation of 
eertification sta%us.
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(6)—Gertification of a roDourcG or technology shall not predetermine complianco with 
annual benchmarks, and docs not constitute any commisGion position regarding
cost-^-eeevery.

(G) At ito-discretion, the commissinn-may classify any -new-technology or addi^ienal 
roGourco as an-advanced or ronGwablo energy resourcG. Any interested person may 
roquGGt a hearing on such classification.

“New”
4901:1-40-04 Qualified resources.

(A) The following resources or technologies^ if they have a placed-in-service date of 
Tanuarv 1, 1998, or after, are qualified resources for meeting the qualified renewable 
energy resource benchmarks:

fll Solar photovoltaic or solar thermal energy.

(2) Wind energy.

(3) Hydroelectric energy. 

f4) Geothermal energy.

('5') Solid waste energy derived from fractionalizatiom biological decomposition, or 
other process that does not principally involve combustion.

(6^ Biomass energy.

(7) Energy from a fuel cell.

A storage facility, if it promotes the better utilization of a renewable energy 
resource. The amount of energy that may qualify from a storage facility is the 
amount of electricity discharged from the storage facility.

(9) Abandoned coal mine methane energy.
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(10) Waste energy recovery system placed into service or retrofitted on or after 
September 10, 2012, as defined in division (A)(38)(a) of Section 4928.01 of the 
Revised Code. The portion of the electricity production that is generated from 
recovered waste energy shall be recognized as renewable.

(11) A waste energy recovery system defined in division (A)(38)(b) of section 4928.01 of 
the Revised Code, provided that it was placed into service between Tanuary 1,2002, 
and December 31, 2004.

(12) A renewable energy resource created on or after Tanuary 1, 1998, by the 
modification or retrofit of any facility placed in service prior to Tanuary 1,1998.

(13) Ohio run-of-the-river hydroelectric facility.

(14) Small hydroelectric facility, regardless of placed in-service date.

(15) Biologically-derived methane gas resources, including biologically derived 
methane gas resources that are not converted to electricity, excluding biologically- 
derived methane gas resources used solely for the purpose of flaring. This includes 
heat captured from a generator of electricity, boiler, or heat exchanger fueled by 
biologically derived methane gas; and compressed natural gas produced from 
biologically derived methane gas.

(a) The producer of the biologically derived methane gas must adequately 
demonstrate measurement, verification, and quantity of biologically derived 
methane gas produced on a continuing basis. The method used for 
measuring and calculating the biologically derived methane gas produced 
must be approved in advance by the commission as part of the facility 
certification process.

(b) Biologically derived methane gas that has been certified and tracked is not 
eligible again for certification and may not be double-counted.

(c) The energy derived from biologically derived methane gas shall be 
measured and verified in accordance with applicable tracking system 
requirements. For the purposes of converting the quantity of energy derived
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from biologically derived methane gas to an electricity equivalent, one 
megawatt hour equals 3,412,142 British thermal units. The producer must 
demonstrate adequate energy content, in British thermal units, and metering 
accuracy. Biologically derived methane gas shall be reported in megawatt 
hours.

(16) Distributed generation system used by a customer to generate electricity from 
one of the resources or technologies listed in paragraphs fAlfl) to iAKlSi of this rule.

(B) The following new or existing mercantile customer-sited resources may be qualified 
resources for meeting electric utilities' annual renewable energy resource benchmarks, 
as applicable, provided that it uses a renewable energy resource and that the mercantile 
customer commits the resource for integration into the electric utility's demand- 
response, energy efficiency, or peak-demand reduction programs pursuant to rule 
4901:1-39-07 of the Administrative Code and division (A)(2)(c) of section 4928.66 of the 
Revised Code:

Electric generation equipment that uses a renewable energy resource and is owned 
or controlled by a mercantile customer.

(2) A resource that improves the relationship between real and reactive power.

f3i A mercantile customer-owned or controlled resource that makes efficient use of waste 
heat or other thermal capabilities.

i4iStorage technology that allows a mercantile customer more flexibility to modify its 
demand or load and usage characteristics.

(51 Electric generation equipment owned or controlled by a mercantile customer that 
uses a renewable energy resource.
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(C) An electric utility or electric services company may use RECs and S-RECs, as 
applicable, to satisfy all or part its qualifying renewable energy resource benchmarks, 
including a solar energy resource benchmark.

(1) To be eligible for use towards satisfying a benclimark, a REC or S-REC must 
originate from a facility that has been certified by the commission under paragraph 
(D) of this rule.

(21 To become certified under paragraph fPl of this rule, an electric generating facility 
or a qualifying non-electric source, must demonstrate that it satisfies the following:

(al The definition of a renewable energy resource, including solar energy 

resources;

(bl The applicable placed in-service date;

(cl The deliverabilitv requirement;

(dl It is registered with, or commits to become registered with, an attribute 
tracking system recognized by the commission;

(el The facility's electrical output is measured by a utility-grade meter in 
compliance with paragraph (B1 of rule 4901:1-10-05 of the Administrative 
Code, for facilities with generating capacity of more than six kilowatts. Gas 
meters for measuring qualifying gas resources shall comply with the accuracy 
requirements in Section 4933.09 of the Revised Code; and

(fl All other requirements as delineated in the certification application.

(31 To demonstrate compliance with a renewable energy resource benclimark, an 
electric utility or electric services company must retire the RECs and S-RECs with 
any of the following attribute tracking systems::

(al The PTM EIS generation attributes tracking system (GATSl;

(bl The midwest renewable energy tracking system (M-RETSl; or
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fd Another credible tracking system approved for use by the commission.

(4) A REC or S-REC may be used for compliance any time in the five calendar years 
following the date of its initial purchase or acquisition.

(5) Double counting is prohibited.

(6) The RECs and S-RECs must be associated with electricity that was generated no 
earlier than Tulv 31,2008 for resources or technologies included in the definition of 
"'renewable energy resources" by Amended Substitute Senate Bill 221 (127th 
General Assembly). For resources or technologies added to the definition of 
"renewable energy resources" by Amended Substitute Senate Bill 315 (129th 
General Assembly), the RECs must be associated with electricity that was generated 
no earlier than September 10, 2012. For resources or technologies added to the 
definition of "renewable energy resources" by Substitute Senate Bill 310 (130th 
General Assembly), the RECs must be associated with electricity that was 
generated, or a qualifying non-electric source that was produced, no earlier than 
September 12, 2014.

(71 The RECs and S-RECs must be associated with electricity, or a qualifying non
electric source, that was generated no later than the end of the compliance year.

(D1 An entity seeking facility qualification shall file an application for certification of its 
electric generating facility, or qualifying non-electric source, upon such forms as may 
be prescribed by the commission. The application shall include a determination of 
deliverabilitv to the state in accordance with paragraph (FI of rule 4901:1-40-01 of the 
Administrative Code.

(1) Any interested person may file a motion to intervene and file comments and 
objections to any application filed under this rule within twenty days of the date of 
the filing of the application.

(2) An application is deemed automatically approved within 30 days after the 
application is filed, unless suspended by order of the commission.
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(3) If the commission suspends the application, the applicant shall be notified of the 
reasons for such suspension and may be directed to furnish additional information.

(4) Upon commission approval, the applicant shall receive notification of approval and 
a numbered certificate where applicable. The commission shall provide this 
certificate number to the appropriate attribute tracking system.

(51 If an applicant withdraws an application prior to commission approval, then the 
case shall be closed without further action from the commission.

(61 Representatives of certified facilities must notify the commission within thirty days 
of any material changes in information previously submitted to the commission 
during the certification process. Failure to do so may result in revocation of 
certification status.

(71 The Commission may revoke a certificate due to changes that negate the facility's 
certification eligibility. In the event a certificate is revoked, the Commission may 
recognize as viable compliance resources the RECs or S-RECs generated during the 
time of certification unless specifically stated otherwise by the commission.

(81 Certification of a resource or technology shall not predetermine compliance with 
annual benchmarks, and does not constitute any commission position regarding 

cost recovery.

(El At its discretion, the commission may classify any new technology as a qualifying 
renewable energy resource. Any interested person may request a hearing on such 
classification.
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“Rescind”

(A) Unless othorwisQ ordered by the commission, each electric utility and elec-trie services 
eompany shall file by April fifteenth of each year, on such forms as may bo published 
by the commission, an annual alternative energy portfolio status report analyzing all 
activities undertaken in-the^revi-eus calendar year to-demonstrat-o how the applicable 
alternative energy portfolio benchmark-s and planning requirements have or will be 
met. Staff shall conduct annual compliance reviev/s v^ith regard to the benchmarks 
under the alternative-energy •port-f-eUe-standard.

{-4)—Beginning in the year 201-0, the annual review will include compliance with the 
most recent applicable renewable ■ and solar-energy resource bonchmar-ki

(2)—Beginning in the year 2025,-the-annual review-^41-include compliance with the 
most recent applicable advanced energy resource benchmark.

{-3)—The annual compliance reviews shall-6en&ider-a-RyMin.4ei-eemphanco an-eieefe4e 
utility or electric services company assorts is outside its control, including but not 
limited to, the following:

(a-)—Weat-her-reiated causes.

(b)—Equipment shortages fer-r-enewablo or advanced energy resources.

(e)—Resource shortages for renewable or advanced energy resources.

(B) —A-ny--per-son may file comments regarding the electric utility's or electric services
eempany's alternative energy-portfolio status report within thirty days of the filing of 
such report.

(C) Staff shall review each electric utility's or electric services company's alternative energy 
portfolio status report and any timely filed comments, and file its findings and 
recommendations and any proposed modifications thereto.
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(D) Tho commission may schodulo a hearing eivtho alternative energy por-tf-elio status 

report.

“New”
4901:1-40-05 Annual status reports and compliance reviews.

(A^ Unless otherwise ordered by the commission, each electric utility and electric services 
company shall file by April fifteenth of each year, on such forms as may be published 
by the commission an annual renewable energy portfolio status report analyzing all 
actjyities undertaken in the preyious calendar year to demonstrate how the applicable 
renewable energy portfolio benchmarks and planning requirements haye been met. 
Staff shall conduct annual compliance reyiews with regard to the benchmarks under 
the renewable energy portfolio standard.

(I'j The annual reyiew will include compliance with the most recent applicable 
renewable and solar energy resource benchmark.

(21 The annual compliance reyiews shall consider any under-compliance an electric 
utility or electric seryices company asserts is outside its control including but not 
limited to, the following:

(al Weather-related causes.

(b) Equipment shortages for renewable energy resources.

(cl Resource shortages for renewable energy resources.

(31 The renewable energy portfolio status reports filed by each electric utility and 
electric services company for the applicable compliance year shall include at least 
the following content that, with the exception of paragraphs (dl and-4el, shall be 
made publicly available:

(al The actual amiual sales volumes used to compute the compliance baseline, 
including identification of the source of the sale volume figures.
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(b) A quantification in megawatt-hours of all applicable renewable energy 
portfolio standard compliance requirements.

(c) An indication of the compliance status relative to each of the applicable 
altemati¥e renewable energy portfolio standard compliance requirements.

(d'i Demonstration of status relative to the statutory three percent cost provisionfs^, 
for the compliance year addressed in the annual status report, pursuant to the 
calculation methodology described in rule 4901:1-40-07 of the Administrative 
Code.

(e) A prospectivc-calculation of its maximum recoverable compliance funds for-4he 
year following the compl-ianco year- pursuant to the calculation methodology 
described-in rule 49Q1:1 4Q-07 of the-Administrative Code.

Identification of the attribute tracking system(s) used to demonstrate 
compliance.

A discussion of any perceived impediments to achieving compliance with 
required benchmarks, as well as suggestions for addressing any such 
impediments.

('g)#d An electric services company may omit the contents required in 
paragraphs (d) and-(e) of-this soctien-if the company affirms in its compliance 
status report that it will not seek compliance relief under section 4928.64(Q('3') 
of the Revised Code for that year.thosc years.

Any person may file comments regarding an electric utility's or electric services 
company's renewable energy portfolio status report within thirty days of the filing of 
such report.

fC) Staff shall review each electric utility's or electric services company's renewable energy 
portfolio status report and any timely filed comments, and file its findings and 
recommendations and any proposed modifications thereto.

(D) An annual compliance status report is deemed automatically approved unless 
suspended by the commission within sixty days of the filing date of staffs findings and
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recommendations. The commission may schedule a hearing on the renewable energy 
portfolio status report.

“Amend”
4901:1-40-06 Force majeure.

An electric utility or electric services company may seek a force majeure determination 
from the commission for all or part of a miihmum renewable- or solar-energy 
benchmark.

(A) A decision on a request for a force majeure determination will be rendered within 
ninety days of an electric utility or electric services company filing a request for such 
determination. The process and timeframes for such a determination shall be set by 
entry of the commission, the legal director, deputy legal director, or attorney examiner.

(1) At the time of requesting such a determination from the commission, an electric 
utility or electric services company shall demonstrate that it pursued all reasonable 
compliance options including, but not limited to, renewable energy credit (REC) 
solicitations, REC banking, and long-term contracts.

(2) The request shall include an assessment of the availability of qualified in- 
j-esein-eesr-as-vveU-as-qualified resources within the service territories of
the■ -MlSOany ,_r5igKi]\al .,lraiismi6siqn__orgai^^^^^^ that .maiqage. tran^ivission
ti'*' ‘iteiPli .hiQeitl4 in hlllin-

(B) If the commission determines that force majeure conditions exist, it may modify that 
compliance obligation of the electric utility or electric services company, as it considers 
appropriate to accommodate the finding.

(1) Such modification does not automatically reduce future-year obligations.

(2) The commission retains the right to increase a future year's compliance obligation 
by the amount of any under compliance in a previous year that is attributed to a 
force majeure determination.
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“Rescind”
4SmL-4.Q-Q^ -Qe^-eaf:

(A)- An electric utility or electric services company may filo-an- applicat-ien-r-equosting a 
determination from the commission that its reasonably oxpoctod cost of compliance 
with an advanced energy resource benchmark would exceed its reasonably expected 
cost of generation-to customers by three per cent or more. The proeess-and- t-imeframes 
for such a determination shall be set by entry of the-commission, the legal director, 
depu4y-legal-dircctor, or attorney examiner.

(4)—The burden of proof for substantiating such a claim shall remain with the electric 
utility or eleetrie services compa-Ry-

(2) —An electric utility or electric services company shall pursue all reasonable
eempliance options prior t-o-r-eques-t-mg-&uch a doterminatieR-feem the commission.

(3) —fev#ie-ea-seA4i-aHhe-eemmissi-en-^nakes-s-u-eh-a dotcrminal-ien, the electric utility or
electric services' company may not-be required-4e-ful-l^-eemply-with-t-hat specific

(-B)—An electric utility or electric services-eempany may-file-an applicatien-^equesting a 
determination from the commission that its reasonably-expected c-ost-of compliance 
with—a-^^ewahie-eiaergy resoun-ee-henehmark, includ-ing-a—solar en-ergy-^esou^ee 
benchmark, would exceed its reasonably -expeet-ed-ees-t-ef-gener-ati-en-te-eustomers by
three per cent or more. The process and timeframes-foi-euch a determination shall be 
sot by entry of the commission, the legal director, deputy legal director, or attorney 
examiner.

{43—44ae burden-ef proof for substant-iating such a-elaim-shall remain with the cleetrte 
u-t-il-i-ty-er-eleet-He-services company.

(2)—An electric utility or electric services company shall pursue all reasonable 
eempliance-ept-iens prior t-e requesting such a determination from the commiscienr
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^3)—ln-4he ease that the commission makes such a determination, the electric utility or 
cloctric servicQO c-empany-may not be required to fully-comply with that specific 
bonchmai4e

(-G)—Calculations involving a throe per cent cost cap shall consist of comparing-4he-tetal 
expected cost of generation to customers of an electric utility or olcctric GcrviccG

total ocpGcted coot of g-eneration to customers of the-electric utility or oleetne-services 
eempany widaou-t-satisfying that alternative energy portfohe standard requirement.

(D) Any^ costs included-in a commission approved unavoidable surcharge for-c-enstruetien 
or environmental expenditures of generation resources shall be cxeluded from 
congidoration as a coot of compliance under the terms of the alternative onerg)^ portfolio 
standard and therefore, would not count against the applicable coot cap. Such costs 
should, hov/Gvor, bo included in the calculation of the total expected coot-ef-generation 
to customors-d-eseHbed in paragraph (C) of this rule.

(E) —If the commi-ssi-en makes a determination that a three per cent provision-is triggered,
fee oloctric utility or electric sorviceo company shall-c-omply with each benchmark up 
te t-he point that the throe per cent increment v/ould bo reached for each benchmark.

“New”

4901:1-40-07 Cost cap.

(A) By no later than April fifteenth of each compliance year, electric utilities and electric 
services companies shall calculate their status relative to the statutory three percent 
cost provision maximum recoverable compliance funds to bo used for compliance with 

ao applicable, during the most recer\tthat compliance year. Electric services 
companies may be excused from this requirement pursuant to rule 4901:1-40- 
05('AV'3Vg')^ of the Administrative Code. The prospective calculations-and related 
miermation shall be provided to the commission pursuant to rule 1901:1 10 05 of the 
Administrative CodeT-Alternatively, an electric utility or electric services company may
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file an application with the commission for review of its cost cap calculation prior to 
the date required in rule 4901:1-40-05 of the Administrative Code.

(1) A discretionary three percent cost cap is applicable to the renewable energy 
benchmarks specified in division (BV2^ of section 4928.64 of the Revised Code.

f2^Tho burden of proof for demonstrating compliance with the throe per-eent cost cap 
shaUnr-emain with the entity filing the application.

f2)f31 An electric utility or electric services company shall pursue all reasonable 
compliance options prior to requesting relief from compliance with the renewable 
energy resource requirements based on the three percent cost cap.

('3)f44 In the case that the commission makes such a determination that an electric 
utility's or electric services company's compliance costs exceed the applicable three 
percent cost cap, the electric utility or electric services company may not be 
required to fully comply with the renewable energy benchmarks specified in 
division (BV2') of section 4928.64 of the Revised Code.

(B) The calculation of the company's status relative to the statutory three percent cost 
provision maximum r-eeeverablo complianco funds shall follow the multi-step process 
as detailed below. If full compliance with the applicable benchmark would prompt a 
company to exceed the three percent cost provision, the company may seek relief from 
the Commission for that incremental portion of its compliance obligation. tfHtho event 
that-an electric utility-^aehes its maximum rocovorablo complianco funds fer a year for 
paragraph (AVI') of this rule, it shall not seek recovery of any additional complianco 
eests towards that benchmark for that compliance year.

(1) Determine the compliance baseline in megawatt-hours for the compliance year 
consistent with the applicable section of paragraph of rule 4901:1-40-03 of the 
Administrative Code.

il) Calculate a reasonably expected dollar per megawatt-hour figure for the 
compliance year.
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(a) For an electric utility, the dollar per megawatt-hour figure should be a 
weighted average of the reasonably expected cost of the SSO supply for 
delivery during the compliance year, net of distribution losses.

(b) For electric service companies, this dollar per megawatt-hour figure should be 
a weighted average of the reasonably expected cost of supply for delivery 
during the compliance year, net of distribution system losses.

(3) Calculate the total cost by multiplying the dollar per megawatt-hour figure in 
paragraph (2) by the compliance baseline calculated in paragraph (1).

(4) Multiply the total cost in paragraph (3) by three percent., with the result 
rep-resenting the maximum rocovorablG compliance funds to be applied towards 
eemplianco rosourcos for paragraphs (AVI) for that compliance y-earr

“Amend
4901:1-40-08 Compliance payments.

(A) Any electric utility or electric services company that does not achieve an annual 
renewable energy resource benchmark, including a solar benchmark, shall remit a 
compliance payment based on the amount of noncompliance rounded up to the next 
megawatt hour (MWh), unless the commission has identified the existence of force 
majeure conditions or the commission has granted relief under determined that the 
three per cent cost-cap provision, would bo oxccodod in the event of full compliance.

(1) The required payment for noncompliance with, any solar energy resource 
benchmark shall be calculated by quantifying the level of noncompliance, rounded 
to the next MWh, and multiplying this figure by the per MWh amount in the table 
below.
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Solar energy resources - compliance payment
Year Payment per MWh

2Qa92Q44r^4^and-^4b $4§035Q
201.7 and 2018 2010 and
2014

$400250

2019 and 2020 2012-and
2013

$356200

2021 and 2D222Q14-and $300150
2-&ld
2016^nd-20l7 2023 and
2024

$200100

3Ol8-aad-301D2O25 and
beyond

$30050

aO2Oan.d-2021- $100
-2-022rand 3023 $3130
2-024-ai^.dd5eyend $50

(2) The required payment for noncompliance with any renewable energy resource 
benchmark, excluding solar, shall be calculated by quantifying the level of 
noncompliance, rounded to the next MWh, and multiplying this figure by an 
amount determined by the commission.

(a) The per MWh payment for renewable energy resources for the year 2009 is 
forty-five dollars.

(b) Beginning in the year 2010, the per MWh payment for renewable energy 
resources will be adjusted annually to reflect the annual change to the consumer 
price index as defined in section 101.27 of the Revised Code. Such adjustment
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(C)

shall be performed by staff no later than June first of each calendar year. This 
annual adjustment shall be calculated using the following formula:

= ((CPIYR2/CPIYR1) * current per MWh payment)

In no event shall the compliance payment for renewable energy resources be 
less than forty-five dollars per MWh.

(3) At least annually, the staff shall conduct a review of the renewable energy resource 
market, including solar, both within this state and within the regional transmission 
systems active in the state. The results of this review shall be used to determine if 
changes to the solar- or renewable-energy compliance payments are warranted, as 
follows:

(a) The commission may increase compliance payments if needed to ensure that 
electric utilities and electric services companies are not using the payments in 
lieu of acquiring or producing energy or RECs from qualified renewable 
resources, including solar.

(b) Any recommendation to reduce the compliance payments shall be presented to 
the general assembly.

(B) Any compliance payment shall be submitted to the commission for deposit to the credit 
of the advanced energy fund. All compliance payments shall be delivered to the 
commission within thirty days of the imposition of any compliance payment
requirement by the cxminjission.

(C) Compliance payments shall be subject to such collection and enforcement procedures 
as apply to the collection of a forfeiture under sections 4905.55 to 4905.60 and 4905.64 
of the Revised Code.

(D) Any electric utility or electric services company found to be liable for a compliance 
payment is prohibited from passing compliance payments on to consumers. In the 
event that a compliance payment is required, an electric utility or electric services 
company shall Gubinh lilc an attestation, signed by a company officer or designee, 
indicating that it will not seek to recover the specific compliance payment from
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consumers. Such attestation shall be subniiUed k) Hlafifilcu within thirty days of the 
imposition of any compliance payment requirement.

“Amend”
4901:1-40-09 Annual report.

(A) Pursuant to division (D)(1) of section 4928.64 of the Revised Code, an annual report 
shall be submitted to the general assembly addressing at least the following topics:

(1) The compliance status of electric utilities and electric services companies with
respect to the aH<iq ualified renewable -energy resource benchmarks.

(2) Suggested strategies for electric utility and electric services company compliance.

(3) Suggested strategies for encouraging the use of ak-emaenev\'able energy 
resources in supplying this state’s electricity needs in a manner that considers:

(a) Available technology.

(b) Costs.

(c) Job creation.

(d) Economic impacts.

(4). Average aruaial RHC and S-R]~X^ costa for jhe qqmplian_ce vear(s) c()vw‘ed. by_Liie 

reioorf,

(B) The report shall be submitted in accordance with section 101.68 of the Revised Code.

(C) Prior to its submission to the general assembly, the report will be issued for public 
comment by interested persons for thirty days, unless otherwise ordered by the 
commission. The process and timeframes for soliciting public comment shall be set by 
entry of the commission, the legal director, deputy director, or attorney examiner.


